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LOCAL AFFAIUS
IfKW ADVKKTIMRMKNT8 THIS WEEK

I
*

club.

Cumbkrland Mills. M*.
Men needed.

AT BLLSWORTH fOITOmC*.

effect. May 90, 1018.

re-elected for another year, with

boy

Another Ellsworth

Day.

From Wbst—7.11 a m; 4.® p m.
From East—11.08 a m; 5.4. and 10.52 p in.
(10.53 mail not distributed until following

Save

MAILS CLOSB

!

Feed

on

An unusual opportunity is offered farmers and stockowners to
make a material saving by feeding cottonseed meal. I have received
gOO bafts of this meal, and am able to make a low price:

COTTON SEED MEAL

$2.80

Bag

a

I have also received 400 bushel* of

Grass Seed, 99!4%

I

I

Going W'rst—10.80
Going East—6.80 a

given in inches for the
ending at midnight.]

Kinds-too

per

I I
j |

\

C. W. Grindai
Water Street

EHswortli.JWe.^ |

Ii

BIJOU THEATRE
RE LLO WS

Wed

61—

60—

46-

68-

48-

66—

49-

68-

Hun

49-

6*—

Mon
Tue#

50—

50—
62—

!13th,”
COMING,

1-Kobert

BUILDING

49

—

the 5-act

play,

“Friday,

the

8-Theda Bara in the 10-act play, “Cleopatra, the Siren

Nile.”

Overland and W ill>s

SECOND-HAND

Hi

man, new tire*, electric starter,

forenoon

afternoon

cloudy
cloudy

cloudy

rain

fair
cleur
fair
fair
rain

cloudy

cloudy

clear
clear
clear

Garford Trucks

.18

8. Smith, who has spent the winter
in New York, is at borne for the summer.
M.

Hingham,

of

Mass.,

at home from
Hodgkins is
Dartmouth college, Hanover, N. H., for
the

vacation.

summer

Mrs.

Q. Royal, who is now
Boston, came Tuesday for a

Charles
in

living

short visit with relatives.

Hope

Milliken entertained

fifteen of her

Saturday
afternoon, her
tenth birthday anniversary.
The insurance and law offices of Ells-

few

CARS

will

close

at

who

noon

Saturdays,

spent the past
his sister, Mrs. Jessie

with

weeks

has

dissolved, Mr. Cottle's son
Bartlett having beeu called to the colors.
been

has

J. E.

Mrs.

newly painted.

Webster left

her

with

visit

son

other

and

Masa.,

-PUBLIC AUTO SERVICETel

Monday for a
in Lowell,

Fernald

relatives

in

Massa-

125-3

A few
are

more

vegetable

and flower seeds

Congressman John
Ellsworth, for free'distribution
A.

at the office of

Peters in

apply.
Agnes C. Royal,

to those who

WALL RARER
*Wch

sre

prices

except Hath room and Oatmeals

less than last year.

who for the

past
few weeks has been with her daughter,
Mrs. A. R. McNabb, at Pittsfield, returned home Saturday.
Mrs.

with very small change in

SERVICE FLAGS-AMERICAN FLAGS
per cent twice in April. The government—the
*'»! critical
Every official building
buyer recommends the use of cotton buntiug.
io
Washington display, cotton hunting flags-lnvlnclbte bunting, all fast color, aame
’**»• and
appearance as wool, double warp and Oiling, and much cheaper. See them
15

h»lore you buy.

Rllswortn Tor
coining down

Governor Millikan
abort time last Thursday,
over the Bangor-EllB worth road
was in

Wool bunting flag* advanced

a

mobile

an a

tour

by

auto-

of inspection.

All boys and girls in Ellswoith who
wish to join a garden dub are requested
to meet at the office ot County Agent
Friday atternoon at 4 o’clock.
Tbere will be a social in the Methodist
vestry Tuesday evening,'June 4, under the
auspices o 1 the Methodist club. There

J. A. THOMPSON
STREET

be a short program. Refreshments
ill be served and candy sold.
school baeball
The Ellsworth high
team defeated Southwest Harbor high
at Wymau park Saturday afternoon in
will

EDWARD h. BAKER
Graduate

:

Optometrist

At Ellsworth Office, 65,Oak St.

Saturday to Wednesday

inclusive

w

a

one-sided game.

Ellsworth has
Miss

—

son

Established 18«»7—‘

the
she

nurses.

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

Public
Day

or

Night

leading companies of >his

DAVID LINNEHAN
Ellsworth, Mo.
I^M'Ono II7-E

Storage Battery Repairing
and
-tarting

Recharging

Motors and Generators Repaired

A. R. ROYAL
tteHt.,

oext

Court House, ElUwortb

countries

FOR SALE

Oar
Service

and foreign

The
won

score

was

26-6.

two games and

was

at ALLEY’S
for store
1

or

display-front refrigerator,
market.

Champion complete

accountant with cash

register attachment.

Frances Donovan

of

Bar

Donovan has many relEllsworth.

Miss

and friends in

F. L. Mason returned yesterday from
Boston, where he was called by the illness
of his son Philip, who is in training at the
station.
Phillip, *» ho
naval reserve
has
the

diphtheria, is
hospital at Brighton, and

been ill of

now

in

conva-

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Whiting left by
automobile to-day tor Boston to meet Mr.
aud Mrs. J. F. Knowlton, who are returnMrs. H. W.
ing from Washington.
Haynes and Mrs. H. C. Jordan accom-

panied them,

and will return from Boston

<_

I_

Hazel

The club has

Pleasure and Profit of a Garden
small, will afford jou pleasure and
garden
profit—excellent exercise in the open air and good returns on your
investment. Also remember to cultivate saving, and start an account
with the Hancock County Savings Hank.
of your own, even if

A

The
members
of
the
Grand
Army and the boys’ flfe and drum corps
will be guests of the Bijou management
at the evening performance, marching to
2.30.

Hancock

from the church
Wet

ley

Bowie,

who

are

Milford

Bank

County Savings

Ellsworth,

The Ellsworth flfe and drum corps made
public appearance yesterday, acting as escort to the drafted men leaving
for Camp Devens. The boys made a fine
appearance in tbeir new uniforms, and
Alderman

well.

proudest

the

he heard the

as

William

Mainfc

W. TAPLEY
O.
Fire Insurance

Small

town

yesterday

compliments

showered

in

man

Ellsworth

Rhone IA

received the

the boys, and
congratulations of those who knew that to him befor
full
credit
the
longed Ibe
organization

oi me

corps.

Allotment In Red Cross

evening received a most encouraging telegram from Congressman John A. Peters,
who has been keeping things stirring in
his efforts to

secure

the release

by Ger-

The

telegram

many of Harry C. Emery.
is as follows: “The State
cable

a

department

has

from Morris at Stockholm to

the

Finnish

effect that the

Hancock county is again over the top,
this time in the drive for the second lied
Cross war fund. While complete figures

the

paper

will

be

in, it.is certain that the county
has more than doubled its allotment of
the subscriptions
reported to
fl6,600,
date being around f35,000. This is an

taken ill

are

legation there in-

they have just heard from the
legation at Berlin that Harry is
now free to go where he likes in Germany,
and they hope soon to be able to inform

the

that

very

Germany.

leave

l>e
encouraging.”
can

first Ked Cross

Bar Harbor is

a

native of

Franklin,

and

educated in the schools of Frankand
Ellsworth.
being
Bangor
lin,
graduated from the Ellsworth high school
was

read

He

in 1896.

law

in

the office of

L.

Ellsworth, and while teaching
in
Aroostook
county, was admitted
to the Hancock county bar in 19&). He
has since been practicing in Ellsworth,
except for three years, 1912-15, in New
F. Giles in

of Peters A Crabtree. He has been admitted to practice in the U. 8. district

Maine, the supreme court of
New York state, and the U. 8. district
for

court

courts

the

for

districts of

and

southern

teams.
!

Point will have

New York.

team in

Point

KLLSWORTH FALLS.

here

her

Henry Heaves

o(

Srnithville,

Leonard H.

Jordan is in Rockland

H.

went

Manfred
an axe

McBevitt cot
while

building booms.

his

working

on

the

loss

—-:—

leg badly
the river

Tbe cut is below the

as

Birch Ave. and Oak St.
Must be sold to close estate.

good
played

one

and

seven

and

of its

star

T. F. MAHONEY,
Administrator

WALL PAPERS,

PAINTS, VARNISHES, Etc.
Large line of paper to select
from, latest patterns, all new

stock, at my
HEW STORE ON STATE STREET
ELLSWORTH

C. F. FULLER
and Paper Hanger

Painter

------

Blue Fox

illc

Matches

*'"2

box

George R. Lord was injured Monday
hauling wood from tbe Treworgy
mill to a cuatomer on Grant street. Mr.
Lord had unloaded, and while getting up
to tbe seat, tbe boree started, throwing
him forward and down behind the horse.
This frightened the horse, which ran, tbe

Superba Coffee,
or’superf .“"‘L" u«ribil<w«k
Mayaguez Molasses,
Heinz Cider Vinegar,
Challenge Condensed Milk,

Mr. Lord.
wagon passing
ceived several bad bruises on tbe
arms, and was badly shaken up.
nately no bones were broken.

He

patronize

Saving for
our

you

“Cash and

on

matches

Carry”

if you

store.

....

re-

Methodist

FOR SALE
F. B. Aiken Homestead

Over 30 per cent

over

at

ajtbtttlstnimus.

children, William an» Catherine, of
Bath, are here on account of the aerions
illness of Mr. Grindell’s mother, Mrs.
Catherine Grindell.
while

EVENTS.

COMING

he pitched last season; “Bill”
Uallison, who will catch as usual, and has
led the team at the hat for three seasons,
making a total batting average of .651;
“Ken”. Crabtree, the best fielding tirst
baseman in eastern Maine; his brother
Evans at second; and “Fred” Lounderat
third, who will also help McCarty with
the pitching if necessary; McKea, shortstop. This makes one of tb« fastest infields in eastern Maine. The outfield
will be
picked from Colewell, Havey,
Hammond and Nickerson.

Haynes and wife and O. H.
to Brunswick Tuesday to
visit Robert H. Haynes, who will leave
Saturday for Flattsburg, N. Y., tor training/
Bartlett L. Smith and wife, and Miss
Boris Smith, with their friend, Mrs.
Skinner, of Srnithville, were here Sunday
on their way home from a trip to Bangor.
Martin

won

moved to Verona,

has

employment.

Tuesday evening, June 4,
vestry—Dime social.

in which

visiting her son, Adelbert Miles. Mr.
Miles will leave Friday for Camp Devens.
Treworgy

despite

steadily gaining.

C. J. Carter a«d wife visited his brother,
M. Carter, at Hancock Point recently.

outfielder, Ted Johnson, who has enlisted
with Uncle Sam, it is hoped to have a
strong team in the field. The team will consist of McCarty, the star pitcher, who struck
out eighty-three men in the five games

mother, Mrs. Sarah Sargent.

Mrs.

In 1916 it

as

a

year it

winning four, tyiug

This year,

was

visiting

Wells of Boston is

ball team

a

always put

Last

was

A.

lost two.

Monday.

Harry

held.

the

games,
losing two.

has

im-

week ago

Austin Conary

hopes to arrange a
with
neighboring
Watson McKea, manager, would

Hancock

a

where he has

like to hear from managers of other teams.
He will be at Hancock Point by June 1.

eastern

She

wife.

usual this year, and
schedule of
games

seven

Mm.

the banner town of the

Hancock Polut Hall Team.
Hancock

that she is
illness.

WEST KLL8WOKTH.

And doubtless there will be
ter Harbor.
others w hen the returns are all in.

York, and is at present associated with
Congressman Peters under the Arm name

serious

Mrs.

drive, its subscriptions
alone more than exceeding the entire
quota for the county, being about f!9,000.
Ellsworth, on an allotment of |1,775, will
practically doable, the subscriptions to
date, with some wards still incomplete,
being about f3,300.
» Other townB of the county that have
gone over the top are BrookJin, Bucksport, Castine, Cranberry Isles, Deer Isle,
Lamoine, Mt. Desert, Sedgwick, Stonington, Southwest Harbor, Sorrento and Win-

was last
week
Crabtree
L.
nominated by Governor Milliken as judge
of the Ellsworth municipal court to succeed R. E. Mason, whose term has expired.

a

to know

Orrin Hanscom of North Sedgwick
is the guest of G. M. Cunningham and

fund.

county in this

Looks

Harry

Mr. Crabtree is

war

after

this morning

per cent, over
this county to the

in

subscriptions

Maine to California—

from

Friday, and bronchopneumonia developed. She is reported

than 50

more

Madge” is Improving.

pleased

proving

not

increase of

forms him

us

“Aunt

The many friends of “Aunt Madge”
of the Mutual Benefit column of The
American—and that means readers of

Doubled Its
Fund.

Has

County

Hancock

Chief-Justice L. A. Emery last

Former

THE TOP.

OVER

*

lb, 35c
gal, 30c
gal, 45c
can, 15c

Farmers, Save Milk!

legs and
Fortu-

Sand in the Lantern.
If Japanese lanterns have a little
sand put In the bottom there will be
small danger of their catching Are, as
in the service— I the sand gives weight and holds the
Lunt, Charles candle Arm.

Sunday was observed in the Methodist
sold; also sold on commission.
church as Memorial Sunday, with an apRepairing, saw filing and tool sharpening. propriate sermon by the pastor. After the
six
sermon, a service flag was raifced for
Lawn-mowers repaired aod sharpened.

St., Ellsworth

and

liaise your calves

by train.

Furniture, tools, violins, etc., bought and

151 Main

of Ellsworth
4-A

graduated
N.

lescent.

1 second-hand

overseas.

yesterday from knee, and so deep that tbe bone was inNew Rochelle,
Y., hospital, where jured.
has taken the full training course for
Mr. aud Mrs. lhotnas Grindell and two

atives

^presenting tome of the

for

was

Misses Christina

with

Helen

Harbor

8c

now

lost three.

Telephone 146-11

C, c. BURRILL

weeks, probably

given at Hancock hall
Monday night by the Soldier Boys’ club
as a compliment to the draftees who left
Sinclair’s orchestra
Tuesday.
gratuitously furnished the music, assisted by

Mrs.

Worden

^

tut AlfSI

UNION TRUST
COMPANY

Durham,

Finnish

friends

girl

J

engineering, one of 340 selected men.
He writes that they expect to move in

on

Fred W. Joy of New
York is at his
Ellsworth home for the summer.

Foster

9.

ical

played

chusetts.

•Vs usual

at

on or

its first

Howard, at Dover, has returned home.
The partnership of C. 8. Cottle & Son

Main Street, Ellsworth, Me.

I

application

the theatre at 7.30 o’clock.

Sargent of Lewiston spent the

Koscoe

Byron Nash,

l—' haimers truck with extra tire, ail -in Rood condition.
1 l»l« 4 i halraers. 5 passenger touring car.
1—Model lib Muick runabout, in good condition,
l—

ltatiou

during June, July and August.
Mrs. B. T. Bowie and son Cecil are visiting in Massachusetts. They will also visit
Wesley Howie at Camp Devens.

GARAGE

Knight Cars,

Precip-

week-end with bis mother.

worth

SILVY’S

|

in

twenty-four hours

Norris

war news.

June Sand

of the

Warwick

at the

in mechan-

was

Carrol.”
alao

I

N.

May

before

W.

with

made pay-

and Richard

spent the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
A. M. Foster.

WKDNKSDAY May 3»-Kmmy Webten in the ft act play, “The OutuiderN
THURSDAY, M»y 30 Mary Pickford in her biggest production, “The Little
American,” In 8 acta. Admiaaion to thia picture, 15 and '35 cents.
FRIDAY, May 31 —Madge Evans in the 5-act play, “The Adventures of

SATURDAY, June

m

IVitirs
Prl
Pat

Stetson

ODD

postofflce half

W'eaiher
conditions

Tempexature

I I

Seed Oats, bushel, SI.20

is now

Hampshire State college,
H., taking a special course

ment in full

service

New

A free dance

Closes for

ni.

the

Edwin

are now

Bonds to subscribers who

Doyle
Giles,
Harvey. Refreshments were
one
of
the
adopted
WKATHKK IN ELLSWORTH.
French war orphans.
i
The feature of the week at the Bijou will
For Week
Ending at Midnight Tuesday, be the Artcraft
production, “The Little
May *8. 1918.
with everybody’s favorite,
American,’’
taken at the powet
| Prom observations
Mary Pickford, on Thursday, Memorial
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Rivei
I
There will be a special matinee at
"Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is day.

Pure

carload just received,
Lime,
55 cents
pounds,

a

Registered mail should he at
*u hour before mall closes.

4am

Agrlcuttural

.11

son

about six

9pm

Sundays.
Arrives from the west
west 4.40 p m.

which will lie sold at #4.IS a bushel

--Fertilizer of All

AT POBTOmCB

m; 5.10 and
m; 4.00 p m.

a

Austin,

in

tpeard from.
of Milo Austin,

been

served.

Schumacher’s Stock Feed, Bag:, S2.90
/

morning.)

j., j- jotj j m

^ a m m m«mm

just

has

MAILS RBCBITBD.

~~

prepared to made delivery
of Third Liberty Loan 4 1-4% Coupon

Islesboro added to the class, but has
resigned to accept a better position as
superintendent of the Southwest Harbor
district.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Week

We

W. E. Clark of Ellsworth, who has been
superintendent of schools of the Castine,
Brooksville and Penobscot district, was

recentl}’

COUPON BONDS

4lA%

bearers.
• 1con-

servators

*•

THIRD LIBERTY LOAN

formerly of Ellsworth, who died in
Bangor last winter, were brought here
to-day for interment at Woodbine cemetery. There were prayers at the grave,
by Rev. J. W. Tickle. Four members of
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., acted as
son,

—

In

&t)bettigrmtntB.

The bodies of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Emer-

NETelATsICo
J A Haynea—Groceries
Water Power of Maine
OIrl for general housework
Help for general housework
Dissolution of partnership
William B Blaisdell—Notice
Hancock Co Havings Bank
F B Aiken homestead for sale
G W' Alley—Second-hand furniture
A P Royal—Storage batteries
repaired
Notice of foreclosure—Leon H Brown
Notice
Appointment of executors,
mlnistratora. guardians of adults and

No. 22.

1 t,“"°™v,™i

Fullerton, Frank McCartney, Arthur Ashmore and Arthur Keefe. The flag was presented to the church by the Methodist

Bijou theatre

►

i

'.meckatu

on

Rydes Calf Meal.

25-lb bag $1.35

I

I

J.

A

A.

UAVMCQ
HA Into,

-CASH ANO CARRY" GROCER

ELLSWORTH

L URGES INCREASE
USE OF MAINE POTATOES

M

Spud*

Offer

Opportunity

to

Hopeful.”

and

“Helpful

Its Motto:

Save

for Shipment Abroad—Many
People Become Total Abatalnera of
Wheat Products.

_

The purposes of this column are succinct y
stated In the title and motto—it Is for the mut.al
benefit, and alms to l>e helpful anti hopeful
Being for the common good, tt Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity H solicits

rThe best thing we can offer the
people to help the country save wheat
Is potatoes," says Food Adminlrtra-

-'

are an ac"lVJatoes
for bread. Ireland
haa been saved from starvation time
and again by the potato. Americans
are already familiar with this valuable
tuber and can increase their use of
the potato with little trouble and almost no sacrifice of appetite, certainly
no sacrifice of nutritive value.
"In the present crisis all cereals are
precious; they will keep and the poAs an
emergency
tatoes will not.
the use of potameasure, increase
toes.”
Cash and Carry Savings.
When the consumer buys his foodstuffs for cash and carries them home
himself, he saves from 2 to 10 per cent
of the cost of most staple commodities
except tea, where thefre is a differThis general
cent.
ence of 15 per
conclusion is reached from a nationwide study of the difference between
"cash and carry” and "credit and delivery” prices made by the F 3.
Food Administration.
The delivery of food supplies, which
is a general custom among retailers.
Involves a service that is necessarily
expensive. On certain commodities,
however, the difference is very' small.
indicated
differences
The smallest
0.1 cent per pound
are for
sugar,
per pound and ;
com meal, 0.2 cent
milk, 0.3 eent per quart.
Practice.
and
Preach
Preach and practice war gardens,
The effect of war gardens in provtd- j
Ing food, raring labor and relieving
the railroads cannot be overestima
ted. Three of the important factors
are
Food, Labor and ;
in this war
war
The
garden
Transportation.
helps solve all three.
Dr. Alonzo Taylor or me rooo aufrom accurmtnistration, speaking
j
ate knowledge, declares. "It Is no ex- ;
war
the
that
garto
say
aggeration
dens in Europe have in the case of
Germany, for instance, pulled her
through two summers and that she
would probably no* have been able to
pull through if It had not been for
her war gardens. In the largest cities of Germany, as much as 25 or 30 !
of
per cent of the food consumption
those people during those months was
1
relieving
fresh vegetables, largely
the cereal situation.”
Sugar For Canning.
The Food Administration is making
every endeavor to see that the country is provided with a supply of
household sugar on the basts of three
pounds of sugar for each person
Do not consume more.
per month.
Saving from this supply enough for ;
■use during the
approaching canning
j
season is not regarded as hoarding
It is also the intention of the Food
the
Administration bo supplement
3 pound per month allotment during
^Jie canning season with an additional
will he ample for the
amount that
operations. The
necessary canning
ful! utilization of all methods which
stronghowever,
■will save Bugar la,
ly advised.
Plan to Prevent Loes.
To prevent losses from spoilage in
meals
and
during
flours
certain
hot weather, the I'nited States Food
issued instruc- |
has
Administration
ttons regarding their storage. Special care should be taken of the follow-

Merrill.

The Americas.
Ellsworth, Me.
t’s.

roca

There are four T’s too apt tojrun.
Tia best to set a watch upon.

say

pleasure to be able

to add the information that she is much
better than she was when first taken ill,
and

improvement

the other M. B.

each

j

day.

The motto of the column is

vital

surely
thing to them, for they have been

“helpful

both

The readers

and

The tables will prove to be of
treat use and benefit to the housewife of
,o-day whose good, w hite whest flour is
•urrounded by au
army of variously
colored substitutes, and through which
>ne

must

‘good

stir

in

order

to obtain

ing

TO

HOW

USE WHEAT

j
1

day

results

are

are

combined

•ecipe to replace the wheat flour.
combinations

lour,

barley

flour and

meal,

corn

Old Recipe

—

OF

from friends.
Mrs. Harold

Kingman

are

re-

and Mrs.

Ed

Ash visited

a

their

it

NORTH

voted

BROOKSVILLR.

to entertain

Tbe

Han-

NKW

CENTURY,

256, DEDHAM.

New Century grange May 25, the
program was appropriate to the obserof Memorial

day,
E.

spirit of the times.
on

W.

Burriil

the work of the Red Cross.

membership

Mr*.

was

One

May 25 voted

to

do-

George Hick lord has moved to Bluebill
Mrs. \V.

a

J. Johnson is in Milton, Mass,

with her sister, who is ill.

Eugene Richards of Portland is visiting
sister, Mrs. Frank Day.

corn

his

road has been graveled and other improvemtuts made iu the cemetery.
A

proceeds

The

Two cups wheat

flour, 4
Y* teaspoon

given

by

the

of the ice-cream

ladies’

aid

social

society,

were

fair trial.

Mrs. Harris and

Three items from the “Business Man's”
might well be applied to

Harbor visited

calendar which

busy

woman s

Mrs.

loyalty

pound

“Success treads

on

the

heels of every

right effort.”
“Don't worry when you stumble—remember a worm is about the only thing
that can’t fall down.”

McGregor and

Kills

infant

Correct

are

of

Apollomo.

the

merchant

Clinton Tracy left Sunday for Winter
Harbor, leaving there to-day with four
other boys
join the junior volunteers.
Mrs. John Jones and Bryant Jones, who

guests of &. K. and C. 8. Lovereturned to their born* in Bangor

have been

joy,
Friday.

j

j

these conditions with
Bcecham’s Pills.
They
promptly regulate the bodily functions and are a quick
remedy for sour stomach and

Bad Breath

j

Ur.~« S»U •» Amt M.d-o. im tW World.
Sold MorrvlaN. fto Boioo. 10c.. 2Sc.

E. M.Stevens, who is working in NorthHarbor, visited his daughter, Mias
L. Bernice Stevens, at Mra. E. 8. Bbaw’a

east

Bunday.
Blillman

expectec'.
and Miss Mary
spent the winter in
Boston, arrived Friday and opened their
bungalow for the summer.
Allen 8. Kingsley of Bar Harbor spent
! the week-end at bis home here. Mrs.
Mrs. Busan

Apollomo,

Apollonio

who have

Kingsley returned
Monday, for a
May 27.

him

mm

to

few

bar

Harbor with

days.

|

|JH

H
is
••

a

CUt Vow fjhjuinhed' i'l

JtcHOin SuteeeU?

Herr is your opportunity to Insure
rmbantssnj errors in epeilin*.
protwHKutioo and pxr choice of
words. Know them canto* of puertin*
war terms.
Increase jrour rftocticy,
which results in power and success.

L.

SOUTH PENOBSCXJT.
C. A. Smith returned Wednesday
from Winter Harbor.
Gray has sold bis motor* boat
Sprague A Pendleton, laleiboro.
Mrs. Oreuda Cushman of Augusta is
Mra.
F.
B.
her
visiting
daughter,
Charles

to

grateful citizen testified long ago.
Mitchell.
relief—of
undoubted
Told of quick
L.
! May 20.
beueflt.
Tbe facts are now confirmed.
Fred Roberta, after a week at home, baa
Such testimony is complete—the evireturned to Portland.

|JJ
j-

t|
*j

Jj

WEBSTER’S
I NEW INTERNATIONAL I
=

••

all-knowuniversal question

DICTIONARY ii

Rev.

This

m

Bunker, who has been

Portland for treatment, returned home
last Tuesday, and is as well as can he
in

No
Readers
Can
Ellsworth
Longer Doubt the Evideuce.

Arthur

Pius

will he sweet and healthy.
But let poisons accumulate in the digestive organs,
the system becomes clogged,
gases form in the stomach
and affect the breath.

8.

Donald

-vSbtmsiratnuj

Mrs.
Frank
Cbilman,
Hamor and Mrs. Lloyd White attended the
annual convention of the Episcopal diocese in Bangor.
Mrs.

U

Keep the stomach well,
j the liver active, the bowels
great- j
regular, and the breath
I

marine, enjoyed a furlough of two days at
the Apollomo bungalow last week.

Mrs.

over

!

boarding at Mrs. Newell Bunker’s.

C. Carpenter, who enlisted early

Lydia Springer and Beatrice Burkhart, who spent tbe winter in New Haven,
Conn., returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Norton Tinker and son Harvard, of
Northeast Harbor, spent the week-end
with her daughter, Mrs. Edgar Springer.
Hubbard.
May 27.

Sunday.

calendar:
an ounce

a

Higgins’

13 at

WEST O0CLD8BO80.

daughter Cecilia of Bar

at Serenus

May

May 27.

across.

Dalton Hamor of Manchester, N. H., is
spending a few days with Gal vert Hamor.

or

thin, don't tamper with it, but give it

e

jfPUJfS

Spkc.

many and beautiful.

Valentine Soper, Co. 21 C. A. C is st
home from Ft. Preble, Portland, on furlough of seven days, preparatory to going

DOUBLY

to

atmtitiKiMjca.

grandchildren and two
grandchildren. Mra. Stock bridge wa»
at Deer Isle, but in 183GI she came here and
w as married to Samuel
Stock bridge, by
whom she had five children. She will be
much missed, not only iu the home, where
she had devoted her attention, hut by
friends and neighbors. She waakoownand
loved by a wide circle of friends. Funeral
services were held at the home. Rev.
Mr. Elliot officiating. Floral offerings were

C.

CUT THIN OUT—IT IN WORTH MONEY
DON'T MISS THIS. Tut out this slip, en*
close with 6c sod mail it to Foley A Co.,
writing
*J83S Sheffield Ave
Chicago. III.,
your name and addre*s clearly. You will
receive in return a trial package containing
toley’s Honey and Tar Compout d, for
cough*, cold# and croup: Foley Kidney Pills,
aides and back, rheumatism,
for pain In
and bladder ailments;
backache, kidney
a .id Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome,
and thoroughly cleansing cathartic for conDillounue##. headache aud slugstipation,
gish bowels —Moore * Drug Store.

en-

their time

also six

The evangelistic services to be conducted
Kev. Felix Powell for ten days at
tbe Methodist church, began Sunday.
Harold Soper ha* enlisted in tbe natal
reserve, and returned May 25 from Portland, where he received linal examination.

Roscoe

gave

and much

for nearly thirty-five years. Hbe leave* two
children, Charles, with whom she speul
her later years, and Kobie of Row ley,Mas*,

has

nate to the Red Cross drive.

—

the

higb-

the age of eighty-six years, four mouth*;
and eighteen days. She had been a widow j

received.

Hendricks has returned

Nsrramittsic grange

men

Mrs. Martha Stock bridge died

spoke
appli-

Fred Hersora of Chelsea, Mss#

Mrs. Rosetta A.

tour-minute

May 27.

1

a

new

and alive with the

Mrs.

Falls.

buck-

Even if the mixture does look too thick

present witb tbeir

Ked Cross.

this yesr and was not accepted, has now
been called by draft and left Saturday.

»alt, 1 tablespoon sugar, 1 cup milk, 1 egg. about f£i.
Miss Marion Simpson, who has spent a
l tablespoon fat.
A’esr Recipe— l%cups barley flour, 1 cup I few weeks with her mother, has returned
(scant) corn flour, 4 teaspoons baking to Rockland.
Clifton i*y of Melroae, Mass., after a
powder, y4 teaspoon salt, 1 tablespoon
sugar, 1 cup milk, 1 egg, 1 tablespoon fat. j few days with his mother, Mrs. Charles
The only difference is the substitution
Ferrin, has returned home.
for the wheat flour. Everything else reMrs. Oscar Wood of Providence, R. I.,
You can change all of
mains the same.
who has been visiting her parents, Alex
yonr recipes just ss this muffin recipe is
Briggs and wife, has returned home.
changed.
May 24._O.
Caution
If substitutes sre made as
HULL'S COVE.
suggested above, the results will be good.
too

in

tbe

Croaa gave an ice-cream
Seaside ball. Tbe four-minute

were

charge,

was

enjoy
delightful musical
program contributed for the greet ce„w
by Bouts Von Qartneer, the famous violinist, and bis accompanist, Mr. Orr. a
line tableau of Columbia illustrated
the
eong, “Columbia, tbe U«m of the Ocean.”
Hupf. W. H. Patten of Ellsworth powerfully portrayed the great world conflict.
It was announced after tbe
meeting that
nearly the amount of Houthwest Harbor’s
apportionment, f4Q9, had been collected.
May 27.
Sprat.

proceeds went
voluntarily, and tbe
tbe Ked
Crosa drive. Otber
towards
public lectures will be given from time
to time and tbe proceeds given to tbs

Pomona June 20 instead of June 13.

In

at

MOUTH BLLEHILL.

CHANGE.

bakingCpowder,

Lea* poo n»

men

Piper, who has been attending
William P. Hutchins ha# also left for serbo sine** college at Portland, will leave
to-day for Salisbury Cove for the sum- I vice.
X.
mer.
May 27.
Gem.
;
May 20.
PARTRIDGE COVE.

wheat flour and rice flour.
EXAMPLE

pleaded

Etta

Good

Rolled oats and

are:

May 23,
cock

was

by

Mrs.
daughter,
Boyd Robertson,
Lamoiue Saturday and Sunday.

oats

in

•octal

22,

in

manifested. At Masonic
hall Monday night a fair-ailed
audience
listened a ith much appreciation to
.plendid a peaches by Key. l>. McUsin
and Fred
C. Lynam of Bar Harbor, and on
Thursday
evening
another public demonstration
drew a large crowd of
loyal people to Masonic hall

May

evening,

night’

tbe committees

ATLANTIC.
Wednesday
Atlantic Ked

local paper for

to her home in Stockton.

Hunker boose.

Mr.

obtained when two

substitutes

RAINBOW. 2U3,

Bar

ceiving congratulations on the birth of
daughter, [Sheila] born May 17.

ground in meat chopper), 1 scant cup
cornflour, 1 scant cap of flne corn meal,
ly cup coarse cormneal, % cup buckwheat flour, % cup rice flour.
of

sent to the

returned home.

a

Mr. and

For one cup of wheat flour substitute:
Oue and three-eighths cups barley flour,

Best

copy

HOMK, 403. WWf ELLSWORTH.

BARVBHT

of

packages

TABLE FOR SUBSTITUTION.

tinds

a

,,

Bar Harbor

at

thusiasm

COUNTY NEWS

publication.

work-

Uoogins, who is at Camp Devena,
to receive on hie birthday.
May 9, twenty-sevens cards and four
was

recipes

oats, 1 % cups rolled

who has been

Walter

more

of substitutes is used for the

rolled

oat

I>r. 4. F. Tree A Ob
Aobnra, Wain*

OR LAND.

Mr
and Mrs. Joe
Petrie
house-warming last Thursevening. They are living in the

j Lewis

in

lcups

brother and

car.

Mattie Jellison has gone to

Friends

griddle cakes, muffins, cookies,
lrop biscuit and cake.
wheat

Nancy Dyer,

Ford

Ellsworth, is home.

gave them

BURSTITUTRS.
new

in

a

Harbor to work.

f you understand the principle of subitituting other cereals for wheat in your
>ld ones. Good results are obtained if an

>qusl weight

F. Bartlett bat bought

Miss

white wheat flour.1’

It is not neceasary to have

ury

■leep, »low fever.

bn*

EAST BROOK.
E.

Miss

x>rtions.

*ni-n

the

»0

Augusta at 11 30 In the
There was no car running
totbecampai
that hour, but tbe
boy. hunted up
automobile aod reached tbe
camp at 12.*!
Finding no sentry on duty and
everybody
asleep, they piled down on the cold, bard
ground and slept like old soldiers.
Bed Cross dri-e week was a
busy one for

sorrow

cation for
1

Pen ley

for the follow mg directions for ttafc gen:ral use of wheal substitutes, giving pro-

NEWS

COUNTY

hopeful.”

indebted to Miss

are

rmum,

»oe

they

arriving

on
tongue. starting during
If yoa *ee noy of th**e
in
year child don't lose another
•jrmptoDi
minate. but | et a boUle of Dr. True * Kllxir,
the Fa Ally laxative and Worm Expeller.
Mr*. Normt of Houston. Tex**, write*: "I
would not be witbort Dr. True'* Kllxir in my
boose." No better laxative made for young
Write
or old. At all dealer*. 40c, 40c and $1.
to o* for further information.

•tiding

WKMOKIAL iWWLCTIOSS.

Resolved, That onr charter be draped in
mourning and our badges reversed for thirty
days; that a copy of these res. lotions be inscribed upon the records of our grange, a
copy sent to the family of our departed

vance

friends have

of
put to the pinch,
| is “If
worth
of cleverness.”

ing teacher,

a

an

answerer, nruln to m-et ymr
raids. It is in daily use by
hundreds ct thousands I suecc.'ui m«a
wocMo r.
.nx-n
«00>H) Ward.. 1750
«« IIlustratlur ».
Biutraphl. lllntries.
Iscvi^rutiiiuuihul.Jecte.
CRAM) PRIZE. Uisborw Award)

Rr~.tua-Partfic

s

n

::
!:

k
Sj

It

•)
•;

••

Kr oaiUon.

RE(.11 4? and IMHA rAPI R Sdttsa*.
SpNisMS fuea TREE
hidui klapi u pa Boot ;n« pop'.

WRITE 'nr

JJ
»•

G. & c. me::r’am co.v
ijpriidfcti. !i. Maas.. V. S. A.

dence conclusive.

Mra. Herbert W'eacott has returned to
1: form* convincing proof of merit.
after the w inter here.
HL W*. Hamilton, Mill St., Ellsworth | Brewer,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Gray have gone
Falls, Me., says: “I have been troubled
to Sandy Point, where Mr.
Gray will
with my back and kidney complaint for

Fletcher, State worker in the
interests of the Baptist church, has been
in this vicinity the past few days, and
Rev. Mr.

the Neighborhood house
Friday and Sunday evenings.
\ May 20.
Ax.ve.
held services in

some

I know yon all hope, sitb me, that Aunt ij
Madge will be able to take her accustomed !

time.

A

friend

work in the

recommended

ship-yard.

Mrs. Frank Staples left for Waterviiie
Kidney Pills, so 1 got a box and
after using them, 1 was vtry much beneMonday to visit her daughter Alice.
place among us next week.
Narcissus,
j Miss Maria liamor visited in
Bangor fited. 1 am glad to recommend Doan’s | From there she will go to Portland, where
last week.
Kidney Pills to anyone who bas sucb I Miss Florence has just completed her
as they have helped me to a great
course at the children’s hospital.
Lloyd Thomas has been ill the past week trouble,
Heel Not to Bear Weight.
extent.” (Statement given August 5,1911).
Uof measles.
May 27.
The weight of the body must never
On December 4, 1916, Mr. Hamilton said:
who
has
been
Hamor,
quite ill,
In walking, ! Harvey
“What 1 said iu (he statement I gave in
be borne on the heels.
BIRCH HARBOR.
; 1911, regarding the merits of Doan’s Kidthe leg is thrown forward from the is much better.
Frank Colwell of Hteuben ia occupying
Pills bolds good in every particular.
ney
Edgar Higgins has joined the junior This medicine relieved me of sn annoying
hip, knee acting In harmony, heel
Byron Moore's tenement at Bunker’s Hartouching the ground first; bnt the volunteers and left for camp.
kidney weakness and lame back. ! am bor.
Doan’s
Pills
endorse
I
to
Kidney
weight should be so quickly trans- j The post office has been moved.to the pleased
Fred Winslow, who baa been living at
ferred to the ball of the foot that the store of H. B. McFarland for the summer. | again.”
60c, at all dealers. Poster-M* I burn Co., Northeast Harbor some time, bas moved
heel makes no noise. One who walks
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jones visited rela- j Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
borne.
noisily is always walking incorrectly ! tives here last week,
making the trip from
Mrs. C. A. Wentworth of Appleton is
and of course cannot be graceful.
in
their
car.
Newport
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. W.
ANNE.
May 27.

man liie.
"Mr. Hoover

has asked that we
ask every well-to-do. every Independent person in the United States to
abstain from the use of wheat flour
in anv form until the next harvest.
The arrival of the next harvest will
(solve our difficulties. If the Lord Is
good to us In the weather, our problems will be over by the first of
September. That is not a long period
of sacrifice: and I confidently believe
that the people of Maine will respond
splendidly and do their complete

Doan’s

__

ONLY POWERFUL

part."

WAR WORRIES UPSET HEALTH
It ia agreed by medical authorities that
worry affects the digestive organa. When the
digestion ia out of order, it throws the whole
physical being out of gear. B. B. Hayward,
Unadilla, Ga., writes: -Foley Cathartic Tablet* give me quicker relief than anything I
have ever tried.’* They relieve biliousness,
had hr«atb. bloating, gas. indigestion and
conatipntion. No griping or nausea.—Moore’a
Drug Store.

now

Better feed the Allied soldiers bow
than the Kaiser'B later on.

Growing of Trouble.
Annoying troubles, noxious weeds
that they are, must have the elements
of ordinary life or they will fade away
and die—a receptive soil in which to
grow, the moisture of one's own tears
as well as the tears of as many other
good people as can be induced to cry,
and the gentle sunlight of sympathetic
attention.—St. Paul Pioneer Press.
Impare blond runs you down— makes you
For pure blood
uu easy victim for disease
nod sound dlgestton-Bordock Blood Hitters
Price.
»!•».—AdvL
At nil drug stores.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
If any complications present themselves write the Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass., for suggestions how to
Tbe result of forty
overcome them.
years experience is at your service md
your letter held in strict confidence.

Ann and
been very thoughtful, and we appreciate
their interest and kind offers of assistance.

1 reel better and

oi

boat that carried the other
recruit*.
4 p.m. before
left

cough, grinding of the teeth, little red point*

j

time of

bom. netting

ge,TnP,
,he*

was

Such annoying symptons as heat
May 25, two applications for membership power projecting lantern and a large
flashes, nervousness, backache, head- j were received. (Question for discussion, | (number of government slides on “Shipache, irritability and “the blues,” may “Which has the greater advantage at the building." Ur. 1. B. tinge, chairman for
be speedily overcome and the systi rn
present time, the farmer or the mechanic?” Swan's Island, gave the lecture which
restored to norms! conditions by thii
was highly instructive and entertaining.
famous root and herb remedy Lydia E.

cannot edit the column herself thia week.

we can see an

be.

371, OOULDBBORO.

entered our
sgsln
frasio ber link in our
ternal order sad tiken our beloved brother.
Waiter Spurting, tnr refure be it
Resolved, That we sincerely mourn the loss
of this young soldier, whose life was so nobly
given to preserve the honor and integrity of
the nation.
Resolved. That the member# of Cushman
i grange extend to the bereaved family their
troe and heartfelt sympathy In this their

poleon St., Fremont,Ohio.

Dear M. B. Sisters:
I am extremely sorry to be obliged to
tell you that Aunt Madge is ill and
me

aou

stronger in every way since taking it,
and the annoving symptoms have disapMrs. M. Godden, 925 Napeared.

Our Tongue.
Know wi en to speak, yet be content
is
most eloquent.
When silence

However, it gives

age

beat remedy for my
trouble*, which It

surely proved to

can

oi

was recommended to me as the

Our Temper.
Who in the family guards it best
Boon has control of all the rest.

Our Time.
Once lost, ne’er found, yet who
He’s overtaken yesterday!

years

pound

Thoughts.
Oft when alone they take them wings.
And light upon forbidden things.
Our

ing products:
Bran, shorts and middlings, oorn
products containing the outer coating
and germ (such as so-called water- ]
ground commeal and grits), oats and i
and wholewheat
Pat meals, graham
flour, rye flour, barley flour, peanut
meal and soya bean meal
These products should be kept
moving and used as soon as possible.
When storing is necessary, keep in s
cool, dry. well-ventilated place. Raise
bags of flour and meal sufficiently j
from the floor to exclude rats. mice,
insects, also to permit cleaning the
many
floor under the bags. When
them in
arrange
bags are stored,
tiers
the
tiers, leaving space between
to allow abundant ventilation. Large 1
stocks should be reduced as much as
possible before hot weather.
Urges Wheat Savings.
"Be(ore the new wheat crop is
available, there remains three months
in which we are required to feed our
own people and continue the exports
of flour to Our soldiers and the valBritain.
Allies—Great
iant fighting
France and Italy." says Food Administrator Leon 3. Merrill.
“One bushel of wheat will care for
the bread needs of one man from now
until July 1st. This is no time to think
of a bushel of wheat in dollars and
cents, but only in its relation to hu-

A German synlpathizer Is
known by what food he eats

six

had all the symptoms incidenttothat
change heat flashes, nervousness, and
was in a general ran
down condition, so
it was hard for me
to do
my work,
Lydia E. fink ham's
V egetable Com-

mobitixation estop st
Wlotoron
M.y 2°. n.d . h.rdt,me
through. Tbe mail team that took
to Bar Harbor faded to
connect with

sign* or worms are: Perangeo
stomach, swollen upper Up.
sour stomach, offensive breath,
hard end full belly with occasional grlpings and pains about
the navel, pale face of leaden
lint, eyes
heavy and dull,
frM art fin »*l twitching eyelids. Itching of
the

•

for the

Center

No (rain in ft child's health and strenith is
possible nntll nil worms art removed

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

ITherens, Death
po'Ih i. severing

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Jonpb Tratk and Un.ood Dan
bar
Who enlisted ae Jonlor
eoluntaere .m,,,'

Wons-A Danger to Children

This colcxnu is devoted to the Cl range, esto the grange* of Hanctvck count y
The column fa open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for report# of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communication* must
be signed, hot names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.

CUSHMAN.

Fremont, 0.—"I was passing through
the critical period of life, being forty-

SWirrUKmol*.

GS'i'angrr*.

the

pecially

Mr*. Godden Tell# How It
May be Passed in Safety
and Comfort.

communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given H In this respect.
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of ihe column, but none
Address
will be rejected without good reason
all communications to

ceptable substitute

3mong

THAT CHANGE IN
WOMAFTS LIFE

MADOi".

EDITED BT “AUWT

Wheat

tor

aiAntlseiRcnt#.

Jfiutual Benefit Column.

,

Cray Hair

[affhUk

A **ry aaentonus preparation Torrel'mm
fftonng natural oolor to gray or fadod hair, for remoela not a dye.
p* dandruff and m a hair dreanuf
Geoaruaa ased bottiea at ail dealer*, ready to uae
wh.ayottjrtiL PHILO HAY CO. Ncifeia, N. J.

>

j
I

j
j

Miss

Hancock.

MEDICINE WILL END

HANCOCK POINT.

John Crane is home from Camp Devena,
where he

Eleanor Ball returned from Med-

field, Mass., Friday.

RHEUMATISM

Belwyn Penney and wife, Edith, Marcia
j and Arthur Ball motored here from Bangor Bunday.
j
Miss Jennie Ball and Orville Martin
j
were married in Ellsworth
Thursday, May : It matters not whether you have had
23.
Friends extend congratulations. Mr.! agonizing pains from rheumatism for 20
and Mrs. Martin expect to go to Boston
years or distressing twitching* for 20
soon.
weeks, Rheums is strong enough and
! mighty and powerful enough to drive
M. R.
May 27.
(

was

pronounced

itary service, and
May 27.

was

unfit

for mil-

discharged.
C.

stands

Inducing Birds

Bathe.
To Induce a canary to take a bath
sprinkle a few seeds upon the water.
This added attraction will make the
bath become a habit
to

rheumatic poisons from your body and j
AFTER THREE YEARN
abolish all misery or money back.
Many men and women are sick and don't
C. E. Alexander and ail druggists
GOT GOOD KE8I7LT8
know it. dome never discover they have
Rheum* an a no-cure-no-pay basis. A j
This honest, straightforward letter from a
kidney trouble until they apply for life inwoman who has suffered should be heeded
by large bottle is enexpensive, and after you surance. The kidneys are working all the
all afflicted with backache, rheumatic pains, take the small dose as directed once a day time. Altering poisonous waste out of the
sore muscle*, awful tired feeling and other
for two day* you should know that at Last blood stream, and when they become weaksymptoms of kidney and bladder trouble:
or deranged, backache,
pains in sides
you have obtained a remedy that will ened
“I have got such good results from Folev
and groioe. so-called rheumatism, languidKidney Pilla that I can sleep much better and conquer rheumatism.
nesa. swollen
and other symptoms
For over five years throughout America develop. W. «.joints
the pain in my back and aides is a good lot i
Mow, Ogdeo, Ark., writes:
better. I am going to keep on taking them. Kbeuma has been prescribed by broad- ; -Foley
Pills relieved me of severe
Mrs. Chas. Gray, 270 Sth St., Detroit, Mich." minded physicians and has released thou- j kidney Kidney
troubles of three years standing
—Moore’s Drug Store.
* sands from
—Moore’s Drug dtore.
agony, pain and despair.

|

sell'

j
{

■

GOLDEN
TONIC
Detween

your

norse

anu

me

a

ailments that sap his strength and re•istance to disease. This liquid non- 1
freezing tonic purifies the blood, stimulates the organs of assimilation 4®“
nt
digestion and keeps the horse always
for work.
Use Whitt's Golden Tonic for horses suffering with Loss of Appetite, Indigestion*
Yellow Water, Swelled Legs and Dj*'
d,f"
temper. An unfailing preventive o*
ease if used as directed.
Sold by druggist* and general stows .•*
60c per bottle, or we wilt mail full *•**
bottle postpaid on
receipt of priceMoney bock if not entitled.
EwW« r-g». VtBbUJ gf». * C»., Uc.,

^

Sltibrruannrntt

I many friends here who hope for
and safe return.

j
I

IMS TORTURED
FOR TEI_ YEARS |

a

speedy

J Smith,
1

•*»

with hi# wife

Lyle

*on

and

She Tried “FRUIT-A-TiVES".

and

wife

their

Miss Alice Beale of Rucksport is the
guest of Mrs. Augusta Leach.

friends. Game from Northeast Harbor to
spend Sunday at the old homestead here.
Walter Wilson
Lyle Hmith, who is in the naval reserve,
day.
has lately passed
the elimination for

schools will
the
i

NORTH CASTING.

daughters,

and two
his

! second engineer in the merchant marine
j service.
Host Commander J. T. Clark has announced the program for Memorial
day.
Members of theO. A. K. post, the Red
Men and the teachers and pupils of the

With Terrible Stomach Trouble Until

COUNTY* NEWS

Two auto loads, consisting of Charles E.

Hastings,

a

as

drummer

member of

the

stationed at Bar Harbor,
tlrst to enlist from this
town. The proresnion will return to the
ball and disband. In the afternov>n there
will be
an oration
by Bupt.-of-Scbools
W. H. Patten. Special music will
be
rendered by s mile quartette.
May 27._
Echo.
coast

and

patrol

one

Mrs. Virgil Wardwell and sons returned
Thursday from a visit in Penobscot.

Gilbert

Mrs.

Beatrice

are

Leach

home, after

and

a

daughter
week in Otis.

Florence Guilford was a business
visitor in Rockland Wednesday.
Mrs.

Jay Leach and bride, of New York, are
interesting visiting his parents, M. O. Leach and wife.

exercises. An
will be the presence

Richard

in Belfast Wednes-

cemetery for

usual

feature
of

march to the

was

of the

Mrs. Lowena Rice, who spent the winter in

has

Augusta,

opened

her

home

here.

John Dority is out again, after a serious
illness. Mrs. C. M. Leach is still ill of
rheumatism.
Mr. and Mrs.
visited their
in Bangor.

Lewis Hutchins recently

grandson,

Ormand

Mr. and
MRS.

Mrs.

UOTT’8 ISLAND.

Mrs. W. H. Young visited in

i Sullivan last week.

r. S. STOLZ

Villa Gott is ill of mumps.
W'lll Trask of McKinley vtaited
Mrs. Frank Babbidge last week.
Miss

Stephen Warman

and

daugbtor

Mrs.

Louise are visiting her sister, Mrs. Nettie
SS07 Sacto Are., Sacramento, Cal.
Robbins.
■‘1 had Stomach Trouble for 10
Mrs. Frank Manchester spent a few
John Taylor of Bar Harbor has leased J. days last week with her mother, Mrs.
years, which became so bad that I got
SLimeuh Cramps two or three times 8. Thomas’ cottage, and will move here in Maggie Trask.
June.
Mrs. Reuben Lancaster of Howland
a week.
Will Richards la home from Bar Harbor, came Monday, to spend the summer with
After years of terrible torture, I
where he spent the winter with bis sister, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Staples.
read about ‘Fruit-a-ttves’ or Fruit
Mrs. Caroline Wasgatt.
May 24.
liver Tablets, and sent for a trial box
Chips, jr.
Miss Mattie Murphy, who has been emand wrote that it was the last remedy
BLUEHILL FALLS.
ployed at F. L. Andrews’, has returned to
I would use—if 'Fruit-a-tivcs' did not
Northeast Harbor.
A. B. Conary is working at Parker Point.
I
help me, I would die.
V.
May 27.
George Bickford and family have moved
After taking the trial box, I felt
into the Candage rooms.
on
so
‘Fruit-akept
better,
taking
TRENTON.
Cecil Gray has commenced work for the
tives’ for nearly a year, and am thank
Mrs. Mabel Blanchard is visiting her
season for Miss 3. S. llarbough.
ful to say ‘Fruites4ives'saved my life.
aiater, Mrs. R. F. Copp.
»
Crumbs.
May 20.
It also saved a friend from an
Two more boys have entered the serfor
Stomach
after
Trouble,
operation
vtce--Marden Dunbar and Leiand HopNORTH FRANKLIN.
be bad given np all hope of getting
kins.
Colburn Cousins has had a telephone
Mas. F. 8. STOLZ.
well”.
B. F. Jordan and his aunt, Mrs. Stanley,
installed in bis home.
i* 50c. a box,6 for $2.50, trial siie 25c. j of Northeast Harbor, spent Saturday night
Mrs. Annie Mclninch of Great Pond is
or
on
sent
of
dealers
all
At
receipt
and Sunday at his home.
her son, Earl Bracey.
price, by FltriT-A-Tl VES Limited, | Thomas McDonald and wife of Bath are visiting
at borne for a few days.
Miss (Joss of Charleston is finishing the
Mr. McDonald
OODENSIMJRG, N. Y.
j returns to-night, but his wife will remain school vacated
by Miss Estella Dyer.
| until Friday.
T.
May 27.
W.
May 27.

NEWS

COUNTY

Bobmtfcuuntfi

season.

visiting his uncle, A.
W. Coombe, at Northeast Harbor, during
tbe temporary vacation in high school.
Walter Coombs is

John Dyer and family are home from
Lamome for a few day* before moving to
Hayatde. Mr. Dyer has purchased a new
Ford

car.

Among tbe visitors in town last we«lc
Howard Osgood and family of Bluehill, Mr. and Mrs. Keed, Hsrry Gray and
Elizabeth Coombs of Mount Desert, Lloyd
were

Dunham and

family

of Kdcn.

John Coombs

recently visited relatives
in Bar Harbor and Hearsport.
He will
leave to-day for the array draft. He ha*

Greene street, German-

on

W. Richardson, who has had a severe
inflammation, is again able

P.

attack of eye
to be out.

Mrs. Ed Horn and daughter
Bangor, where they
spent the winter.
Mr. and

Evelyn

home from

are

Mary McMullin has moved

Mrs.
new

Oscar

tank installed
one

D.

day

a

by sickness and you lose your pay or the benefit* resulting
from a full day’s work. Usually the ordinary illness that
to

lay off

The old

gal-

and lost about 300

Norwood is visiting her
Rockland. Masters Richard
and Verrill are staying with their sister,
Mrs. Arthur Black.
Mrs.

F.

Latty

in

Woodbury

and

Haturday evening in
They will occupy the house

married

Bar Harbor.

Phebe Higgins.
Jeanette Manchester, Mrs. Mary

of Mrs.
Mrs.

Rich and

by

Hopkins

Jjeola

were

Mrs

Lizzie

Moore

Bangor for Portland to attend
grand chapter, O. E. 8.

Mr. and Mrs. Hherrell Wilson are living
Mrs.
! in part of Eugene Stanley’s house.
1 Wilson is better known as Miss Beatrice

Trask,

and

where he is

please.

em-

I

P. M.

27.

“Why

WEST EDEN.
Mrs. M. W. Lurvey and son Lloyd
“Hillcrest Farm” for the summer.
Smith

spent the past week at

the

of the coast

week-end

Lurvey

with

to enjoy longer!”

Mrs.

Helen

patrol spent

family.

his

visiting

also is

here for

Hamor,

Vilda

few

a

who has

few

a

be prevented if you select the
Thousand* of New England people

cau

medicine.
have for year* depended upon the genuine “I,. F.” Atwood
Medicine to keep them from getting sick through careless
eating, taking cold, sluggish condition of the liver and bowels,
and tendency to rheumatism. A quick relief for constipation. Keep your bowel* in daily active condition and you’ll
seldom get sick. Remember only ONE CENT a dose, 50 oent*
for a 60 dose bottle of tho genuine “L. F.” made only by the
L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Mo.

the

“Poo-poo! That’s

(lays.

no argument with

been in

weeks, has

re-

WRIGLEY5

has been in Massa-

who

past

winter,

is

visiting

friends here. He has been called to
vice, and will leave May 27.

TVglve ‘lire^'feit* ff0
This rerun cf twelve
tn take the kn^ertatnly

testt
out of

lasts, anyway!”

Mrs. Florence A. Rich and Mrs. GerClark are visiting
Mrs. Rich’s
mother in Belfast. Mrs. Clark will also
to
for
a
Frankfort
short stay.
go
trude

May 20.

—After every

M.

s

measles.

Lloyd Dunham,

who

called

was

to

Dedham last week

by the critical illness
of his mother, came back Monday. His
mother is better.
There

was

social

a

for the

benefit of j

the Red Cross

Saturday evening, in the
grange hall. Over f25 was added to the
Red Cross fund, bringing the total to over
flOO for this community.
M.
May 27.

Capt.

Spurling is ill of
Irving Spurling left Monday
Archie

Easy

measles.
for

Camp

Creamed Shrimp
SUPERBA Shrimp washed and broken into small piece*.
Make a white sauce of I tablespoon flour. I cup of milk, add
Heat the SUPERBA
seasoning and small piece of butter
Shrimp in this sauce Serve on crisp crackers.

Devens.
Mrs.

Haslem

Mrs. Lemont
Miss

of

Mary Smythe

arrived at her
Dr. V. Y.

Waltham is visiting

short

j

Spurling.
home

summer

Bow

|

of New

Haven,Coni/.,

Shrtmp Wiggle
Same

Friday.
week

for

a

stay at their cottage.

impressive service was held at the
Sunday evening, when the Christian Endeavor society presented a service
flag, containing fourteen starte, which was
uncovered by.the teacher and children of
The commander at
the primary grade.

There's

An

!

i

i

,'i

j I
/ 7
I I
I

Price

before deciding on which tires
I to buy to compare the prices of various standard
makes. You should, of course, also remember quality.
owe

por there

it

are

to

yourself

two

Bar Harbor

are

made

to

sell at low

prices;

and

\
V

sec-

ond, those that are made with the ideal of
high quality in mind.
that It is better to
if you can get it
class
latter
tire of the
It stands

to reason

with two boats and

came over

buy
at

collection in the eveuing
Cross fund.

was

add SUPERBA Pea*.

an

appeal

these that will

enjoyed

j
|
^

ti

to

be

—•

Sold by dealer* aelling
Ibe SUPERBA line of
Tea*. Coffee* anid
Canned Gogd^

MARLBORO.
Miss

Grace Baxter of Medford, Mass.,
summer.

Hodgkins and family are visiting his sister, Mrs. Daniel McIntyre.
Mr. McLellan of Princeton, who has
been visiting his son George, has returned
home.
Miss Rose

iting

You will find that Michelins are moderate
in price, though they are recognized the
world over as unsurpassed for durability.

except

B.

Adelbert

Most motorists have a mistaken notion
all “quality” tires are high-priced. But
tunately this idea is not founded on

above

for the Red

May 27.

is here for the

right price.

aa

thirty young men who are in the !
service, including the enlisted boys of this
place. Mr. MacDonald, the seacoast missionary, had charge of the service. The
house was cro wded, as friends catne from
Cranberry and the nearby islands. The
about

distinct classes of tires—first, those

that

^-A

X

recipe

Shrimp Salad—
SUPERBA Shrimp washed and broken in small piece*
Mix well with ^aiad dressing end serve on crisp lettuce te&Yfif-

ditch, Miss Olena Bowlast

Decidedly Economical,

Prepare.

to

Try ertAer of (A««< recipe*.

church

y'\/0U
/

mealj

Miss Vilda Lurvey has been at home
this week. Her mother, Mrs. M. W.
Lurvey, has been quite ill of liberty

ditch and friends arrived

designed
Ure-bnytng.

is

th£ flavor

’cause

ser-

1SLESFORD.

SyflCHEUN

bit for

it you’ll have it

Northeast Harbor.

Lurvey

Bobby, if

you wait a

at

are

Grand-

daddy.”

for awhile.

M. W.

fj

“Give it to me.

years’ stay
Maryland,
ployed by the Aberthaw Construction Co.
of Boston. Mrs. Higgins will remain here
in

Lyle

0

*

Gilbert Higgins and baby
have arrived home from Boston. Mr.
Higgins will leave in two weeks for a twoMr. and Mrs.

son

Mrs.

[|
l|

but recently joined the

has

ranks of matrons.

May

|

Helps
teeth.
breath.
appetite.
digestion.

Friday

left

motor to

the

Hoyt Cousins,

compel* you
right kind of

the road.

across

leak,

a

sprung
lons of oil.

chusetts

Miss

into

home, the bouse recently occupied by
Bragg.
F. N. Bawyer has had his new gasoline
her

turned home.

Mi*«

Seal Harbor for the

home

new

Southwest Harbor

WBBT FRANKLIN.
Lettie Smith of Northeast Harbor
•pent Holiday with her parents here.
Fred MacKensie and wife have gone to

their
town.

Miss

EDEN.

auttnustinsnci.

NEWS

mckinley.
Dr. Archibald L. Dix of Germantown,
Pa., and bis sisters, Mrs. John Lucas and
Miss Mira VerrUl Dix, nave moved to

Wardwell, daughters
G.

M ay 26.

[COUNTY

her

moine,

Hodgkins,

sister, Mrs.

The American Office

who has been vis-

Roy Smith, in La-

has returned home.

Nancy A. Young of Hancock last
Saturday organized a boys' and girls'
Mrs.

Mrs.
here, with seven members.
Officers:
Myra Brown is local leader.

club

President, Ruth Remick; vice-president,
Mildred Ford; secretary, Winifred McIntyre; treasurer, Lyle Ford. It was voted
to bold meetings every two weeks.
Abe.
May 27.
_

NORTH HANCOCK.
G. L. Stewart

Butter Paper Printed At

purchased

a

horse in

Best quality Bed Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

Price, including

paper and

500 sheets
1000

“

special printing:

pound size, $2.00; half-pound size, $1.75
“
“
3.00;

“

“

2.75

printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 36 cents a
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid: under four
pounds add 8c a pound for postage.
Plain

Bar

Harbor last week.

Mirftelin T»«f Are
Not

High

Priced

Mrs. Rose Young of Ellsworth was a
guest Saturday of Mrs. John Marshall.
Miss Minnie Mulian of Bangor was
the week-end guest of Miss Sadie Mulian.
Mrs. C. F. Graves of Brewer
guests Sundays of John Marshall and

Mr. and
were

! REMEMBER THE E>AVS"1
SCNBfir-S&SSS

THURSDfiES&SSS

TUESMT- ’WHEXTW&

WOBMESkSS

wife.
All

I

are

pleased to hear
poorly for

who has been

ELLSWORTH FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS

L-

B. Joy,
long time, is

that M.
a

gaining.
McKay,

Sabans, Kenneth, Leon and Carlton Stewart, who enlisted in the junior volunteers, left Monday for Winthrop Center.
May 27.
M«
Sumner

Lester

I

__
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1
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E

E
z

Hancock county is “over the top”
again, having doubled its allotment
in subscriptions to the second Red
Cross war fund. There Is no doubt
that this country is awake to the

E
E
E
E
E
E

great work the Red Cross is doing.
The 9100,000,000 fund has been oversubscribed 50 per cent—just a little
surplus of fifty million dollars. And
this second fund came much more
easily than the first. Giving of self
a

E
j E

|
\

habit

Caldwell
of New
York, a member of the committee on
military affairs, is authority for the
that
statement
90,000 American

\
!

soldiers were safely transported over- !
seas the first ten days in May, and
that within one year from the arrival
of the first American troops in France
the United States would have one
million men in France. The year is
nearly up. We haven’t heard much
Uncle Sam’s
in France.

lately

inability

to

regarding

land

an

army

|
S

breese
gathered here to dedicate ttaia flag flung to the
In bonor of onr boya, who now defend it "overseas”;
“Our soldiers”—why it seems as though it were but yesterday
That they were little fellows busy * ith their boats at play;
Or in the years that followed, when they left toys for school,
Kart) would try the hardest to be first to break the rules.
was then
But tbe summons came, "Old Glory's life is threatened '—it
We’re

That they put by their miacbief and became

W.

so,

of The

most

now

Americans, many

a

past

wasteful habit to regret.
It will be far the worst because not to save now Is to
throw away the co-operation of
millions of others; because not
to save now will tend to prolong
the war; because not to save
now win. multiply the war’s privations, lengthen its death-roll,
and the vast procession of Its
maimed men and will make saving more difficult and less effective by and by when we shall
be compelled to save through
cruel conditions from which saving now might have saved us.

SHIPS TO NORSE UNMOLESTED
Germany Hat Selfish Motive In Permitting American Supplies to
Pass.
Christiania.—Vessels sailing between
America and Norway outside the danger zone and not touching British ports
lately have not been attacked by Germans, probably more in their own Interests than for any special love of
Norway. Germany for a long while
has not been able to send food to Norway, and as far as known has not
promised to do so.
German vessels sailing to Norway
must now have provisions, oil and kerosene for the whole round trip.
Some
great Norwegian factories producing
articles for export to Germany are run
by German coal oil and kerosene, as
are fishing vessels obtaining fish for
export to Germany.
Norway at present receives from
Germany steel and iron for construction and is absolutely dependent on
Germany for the import of potassium
compound kainite.
PRETTY MARSH.
Miss Adelaide Smallidge is visiting in

Sedgwick.
George Anderson

North

has

employment

Mrs. William Brown of Somesville spent
Newell.

the week-end with Mrs. Ssdie

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bartlett and little
daughter were guests of S. J. Leonard
Sunday.
Mrs. W. L. Newell, who has spent the
winter in Boston, arrived last week, making the trip in her automobile.

Young and two children of
North Sedgwick, returned home Sunday,
Mrs. Curtis

with relatives

V. D. Smith, who
The body of Mrs.
died last December at the borne of her
in
North
daughter
Sedgwick, was brought
A short serhere for interment May 19.
vice was held at the cemetery. The body
was
Smith, bis
accompanied by Mr
daughter, Mrs. Young, and her two children, his sons Hollis and Albert, and Mrs.
Hollis Smith.

f

May 27.

G.
_

BLUE HILL

|S
S
C

Z

quate supply of twin* to meet^dhelr

basis, which, considering the necessarily high price of twine, does not
seem unreasonable. An ample supply
of binder twine la aawnred, and thereno
fore. there need be
uneasiness
about the supply of twine In time to
meet harvest.
Further Restrictions
Further restrictions against the use
of meat have been put In force In
England, according to word received
by the United States Food Administration. Only two coupons for butchers’ meat can be used per week, Instead of three as had been done since
the country was rationed and the distribution put under the card system.
The British meat shortage Is being
felt more severely than at any time
since the war started. That the shortage Is not confined to meat*, however.
Is shown by the fact that effective
control of the milk supply Is already
being considered In order, to meet the
possible greater shortage later In the
year and that some sections of English labor are favoring extensions of
the compulsory rationing system to
bread, cheese, and tea There Is a
marked difference of opinion as to the
efficacy or desirability of such a move
however.
Urpe Release of Wheat.
So great has become the European
demand for flour that the U. 8. Food
Administration Is urging farmers not
to bold wheat for seeding their next
crop except In a few States where the
period of harvesting winter wheat overlaps the period of planting.

—

sugar

requirements.

Retail dealers have agreed to distribute the twine te the farmers on a

regula-

announced by
United Slates

Sugar For Home Canning.
Householders and consumer customers are required to fill out a certificate in order to secure sugar for canning purposes and these certificates
will be provided by the retail dealers
In each community.
Food Administrator Merrill wishes
It distinctly understood that the sugar certificates are not for general
distribution and must be retained by
the dealers to be filled out by the consumer customers at the time purchases of sugar are made.

NORTH OKLAND.

Mrs.

Winfield

Patterson

returned

Derby to-day.
Hazel Wbite Clarke,

to

her borne in
Mrs.
is

visiting her

and

w

parents,

H.

of
W.

Boston,
Wbite

ife.

J. Henry Wbarff of Northeast Harbor
his
brother Clifford,
at'
visiting
Shirley Young’s.
J
Saunders was called to
Mrs. A. J.
Pittsfield Last week by the death of her
is

nephew,

Bernard Noble.

Milk Important Food.
Frank Trundy is at his borne here for
Milk Is one of the roost important
He will join his regiment at
a few days.
food sources the human race possesOld Town Thursday to go to Fort Slocum,
ses.
For the proper nourishment of
j N. Y.
the child it is absolutely Indispensable
Mrs. Jeanette Blaisdell and two chiland its use should be kept up in the
j
diet as long as possible. Not only does dren, of jEast Buckaport, are with her'
parents while Mrs. Blaisdell is recovering
it contain all the essential food elefrom an illness.
ments in the most available form for
Mrs. Henrietta Billings and Mrs. Mary
ready digestion, but the recent so lea
Davis visited Mrs. Davis’ sister, Mrs.
tide discoveries show It to be espeilnt ire,
of East Buckaport,
cially rich in certain peculiar proper- Phcebe M
of the
recently. The combined ages
ties that alone render growth
possi- j
were 236 years.
ble. This essential quality makes It three
] Mrs. Flora Crockett, who is teaching
also of special value In the sick room I
in White’s district, gave a school enterIn hospitals It has also been showu
;
that the wounded recover more rapid- tainment and four-minute talk, Friday
was
well
attended. Iceevening. It
ly when they hare milk.
For the purpose of stimulating I cream and cake were aold.
*
B.
May. 27.
growth, and especially in children,
butter fat and other constituents of
CABTINK.
milk have no substitutes. Therefors.
NORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.
says the Food Administration, every
j
Miss Nellie F. Harvey entertained the
parent owes to himself and to his
family the duty of providing requisite members of tha executive hoard of the
amounts of milk, butter, cheese and
Caatine woman’s club at supper at Richother dairy products. During the last ardson hall Friday, May 24. Plans for
winter, when much agitation was had the next year were discussed.
In some large cities over the price of
The seventh grade girlB invited the boys
milk, which was advanced from two of their class to a
picmc at the Back shore,
to three cents per quart by reason of
May 2D. The boys dug the clams and the
the rapid rise In the cost of feed and girls furnished the lunch. Miss Frances
labor, many families among the poor Butler had charge, and was assisted by
were found giving their ohlldren tea
Mrs. Edna Harquail.
and coffee Instead of milk. Such methDr. E. E. Phil brook had charge of a
ods of feeding fail to npurlah
the community sing in the
vestry of the Conehlld properly.
gregational church, Friday, May 24. The
In spite of the shortage of milk in
singing of patriotic songs was enjoyed for
Germany, that country has at all has- half anbour, and was followed by a busiards maintained the milk ration of
ness meeting at
which it was decided to
the children and in the hospitals,
organise a Liberty chorus, open to all for
sven though to do so has meant that
a small fee.
the adult population has had to fore- I The
special class under Mias Frances
go largely tta use In a "safety Bret"
Butler’s direction, gave a dinner last week
health campaign it must be remem- to Mr. and Mrs. Albert F. Richarlson,
bered
that it should
be
"children Dr. and Mrs. Edward E. Puilbrook, and
Bret.”
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Hall. Later the
Binder Twine for Harvest.
compliment was returned, when Miss
Farmers are earnestly requested by Butler and tbe special class were enterthe Food Administration to place their tained at tbe Richardson bungalow. A
orders for binder twine as soon as picnic supper was enjoyed in front of a
possible, so that th# local dealers can cheerful fire in tbe living-room.
R.
May 27.
provide an earl; shipment for an ade-

j

be

Chorus

hail at

Hancock

at

2

the market and

the

•‘Plans

FALLS.

Mrs. Harry Conary spent the past few
in Brewer and Bangor.
Mr. Cotomy has closed bis house and is
boarding with Oren Bickford at South
BLaebiU.

days

Mrs. A. 8. Thomas of New York, who
haaa summer cottage at Parker Point,
died May 0.
Chum as.
May 27.

for

the

the

secure

more

*

0|

M***
b,#7 «f

dSi^L.”*.'**
•snsx:

dlsraaad*’ ,£££,■■"*».
JK&&
ot Blnablll.
M,d

ton

tire else

l.

•aacntrii of

iba

Inal will

connf,

laatJSl

and

dacanaad; dale of qualification mUSL?
Mary J. Preble, lata of Sullnn l»
toil
ematy. dacauad
Katharine u
01
Blnablll, In aUd county. appointed
natd

of the last will and testament
ol
**•
cewadi date of qua!Ideation
May
Cbnrlea J. Trtworgy, lata of
Mli,onk
**
aald county, dacaaaao. Owen H Tr».„
•aid Kll.wortb, appointed
Inal will and taatamant of Mid
dtciuw
d' d.,,
of qwntlBcnlfon May 5. ibis.
Arthur H Sargent, lata of
Sedgwick l.
county, dacanaad. Henry W. Bergen,'
Sedgwick, a p not n tod

taldl1*

7°V,

asuSSTTPO'*

be

conditions

aflminl.triioj

withdrawal of certain
by manufacturers of
motorcars sill not In any way interfere
with the manufacture and distribution of
the tirea to

AlK

im-

readily than

manufacturing

bf >kt
iTT*!conn,

"■*

UAn,..^,,

,SiaE2E?Yh°: sa.*

the

from

tire sites

of 21
ol7i1

use

users

who need those

..rd*^uB.,y8-dO4rJ‘UH°.,ul.B0^K^
IL1'* Pickering
llucki«,r?
M
of
coonty. appointed
of Mid
"*<*
of qnnilAcatlOb May 7. IBIS
William A. P«|, late of Sedgwick,
in ..a
county. dacwMad. tiro... S. Bridget ot
Sedgwick, appointed admin,vt, ator
/'5
d,u »'
*nd

both

particu-

la

tat re lor*

lar sites.

'•There is nothing in the present or probable future situation to occasion the
slightest apprehension of a shortage of
t%r»-s for legitimate use.
•‘There never was a time whan users of

Mid
of the

am?,.1'
dacaaaec^i?'

aatata

2,1

,12
qu.niicwU;

"“‘Tt i»“

Oaorga K.
lata of Bockaport
»
Mid county, dacMed.
Krl. R.
motor cars could so well serve the nation j Stone barn. Mlddlaaaa county,
appointed adminl.trator of the detent
as by making the roost of their curs in ledeceaaed; data of qnalltlcatton Apr,I |
Not being a raetdam of the Bute of Marne
gitimate commercial and passenger ser- ha.
appointed Archie U Wnltaof Buck,,;,?
vice, sad refusing to hoard or unneces- ia the county of Haocock and state of B,,,.
a* ble
(a aald stal* of Maine, at tb.
sarily anticipate their needs in tires or dir* ct*.agent
other motor car supplies."
WftilMt a. Hinckley, lata of Bluebill
ia
•aid county, dreeaard
Mr. Weaton called attention to the fact
Mildred C tltncct#*
of aald Bluebtll. Appointed ad mini .tram* of
that the government has not at the present
ibe **\ai« of aald aeceaMd; date of jo.ii.
time imposed any restrictions on the use fiction May 7. >911
OAlityiJrAjr.lK* «>f Surry, in Mid coast?
of motor car* by the sutomobilists of the j
deceaaed. Urtr J. Cm tie of aald Sorry
country, but has relied on the patriotism
pain.ad administrator of tbe estate <>f Mt>l
of the car-owners to exercise a proper die- i ceAArd; date of qualification May 14, itw.
Evelyn K. Donoeii. lit* of Franklin, in .nd
rretion in the use of their vehicle*, with s i
cooo y.
dec Mad
Car.atou S. Donat.1 of
view to conserving their cars and tire*.
bii*»orto. In Mid county. Appointed AdmiaUof
Mr. Weston is of the opiaion that the traior of the eatate of miu deceased;
qualification May 7, 1919.
motorists of the country can be trusted to
IIArriel .Haiti ta. lAle of Caaitne, iB *4^
cut down mere pleasure-riding to a minicouoty. deceased. Char la* K Me iaetey «f
miu e-atme. Appointed »dminmmn.r of
14*
mum, and to take every possible step to ratals of Mid deceased; date 01
qualification
save tires, oil and gasoline.
May 7, 19it.
Uoorge W. Clement, late of BuckaporUt
•Aid county, deceaaed
Warren L Or neat

Patjarton,

*ilt;

Ma.Mchu.'t,7
»,?
£

d*T

post

commander, William Small, giva in detail
the program for the day.
Memorial Day.
Hhaixii

of

lor
,or

«aid tftxnervtiie. appointed
Inal •"> and I aviator n, „f
aaW

permit.

now

o'clock.

by

issued

ion

.t,-

K

Hancock. Biota of Maine:
Frank R. (Mb>v, lift m
MaaMcbueett*. dieaaed

manufacturer* of rubber

needs, in good tirea,

James F Coughlin
#
Selection. Orchestra
Introduction of speaker. M Y McGown
Oration.Fred K Btoddard
Chorus
Singing.
“Star Spangled Banner.”
Chorus and audience
Benediction.Rev R H Moyle
M u*lc..:.
Orchestra

following orders,

restrict

sible for him to

The order of exercises will be a* follows:
Muaic.Hiffgin*' orchestra
Binging- -...» Chora*
Prayer.Rev R B Mathew*
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.

The

p

won their unanimous support.
manufacturers of tirea are heartily
co-operating with the government program for the eventual elimination of unncceaaary tire sices. This will simplify
the problem for each user of the motor
car, reducing his coat and mmlnng It pos-

bridge.

held

given ihst
^TOTH'K t« karebyhart,
been
fFpmbtlDMU
Probate
<'ouri .ithtn and

co-

bus

Wu. H. II. Rick Post. No. At
Maims. O, A R.
Eluvosth, May t&» ISIS.

larva*

dwaitsmt or

Order .Ys. 9.
I. la accordance with the rales and regu8AKUKNTVILLB.
ol anid Mutkapori, Appointed admima.raior
lations of our order. Thursday, May SO, will
of tbe estate of Mid
date 01 qoaH.
be observed in Ellsworth as Memorial day. It
Mr*. Eva M. Kimball and son F. I wood fication May 7/1919. deceaaed;
is earnestly requested that flags on buildings have returned to
their borne in Bangor.
lriab. 1am of CaaDne. ia **td
Nancy M
and on the shipping be displayed at baif-mast
Edward U. Weal of »urf
county. deceased
j Mr*. Sarah K. Billing* ha*
opened her j Caaline. appointed administrator of tbe paand that all places of business be closed belate of aald deceased; dale 01
house
for
the
summer.
Her
qualtficau >a
Mrs.
tween the
hoars of 1 o'clock p. m. and 4 |
daughter,
May 7. I9u»
Biaisdei! is with her.
o'clock p. m
Clarence M. Hooper. lave of Mrdftaick. ia
II. At 8 o'clock a. m. detainments from
Juutati H Hooper of
Mr*. Charles Mason of
county, deceaaed
Portland, la ■•id
•aid Sedgwick, appointed admiatairaior of
this post will proceed to the several outlying j
visiting her sister, Mr*. A. C. Dodge.
tbe eat ate of Mid deveaaed; dale of qualificemeteries to decorate the graves of soldiers
Mr*. Grace Higgms and little daughter cation May 7.1919and sailors.
Dated at KlLawortb, fcbia Iwenty-ulatb day
have returned to Searsmout.
of May. b. d 1919.
Each detachment will report at once to
the adjutant the number of graves decorated.
Kalpb Harding, who ha* been employed Cuu K. Mtriata* Acting Regfaler of Probate
III. At 1 o'clock p. m
all the comrades in Cambridge, Maas., i* at home.
will assemble at their hall to escort the
STATU or MAINS.
Os ward L. Hooper has gone to Boston,
orator of the day to Hancock hall, where the
If A*COCK I I.
where be ba* employment.
memorial address will be given by Fred K.
this twenty first day of M * kb
IftA. on esecation dated May 7. A l> :w*.
8 tod da rd of Bllaworth.
M.
Y. McOown
Roy H. Grindlc baa been home from
issued on a Judgment rendered by th- -awilt preside. At the close of the service Camp Devena.
preme Judicial Court, for the county of Hanthe comrades will again form in line and
Wesley L. France ha* rrtarned home cock at tbe term thereof beguu aid held on
the fourth Tuesday of April A. l> !»)§. to wit.
return to their hall and disband.
from Sherman’* Eddy, Pa., where
be
on the twenty sistb day of April A. D. 1918, ia
IV. All soldiers and sailors of the late ■pent the winter.
{
favor of D. K. Hurley, of Ellsworth. Hancock
Spanish-American war, the Woman's Relief
Mr*. R. H. Sinclair, who spent
the county. Maine, against Robert H. Bennett.of
Corps, 8u#s of Veterans, all fraternal orders, winter in Pittsfield, ba* returned home. Kdeo. to as Id county, for »<-venty dollar* aod
fifteen cents, debt or damage ami nine do«lar«
the mayor and members of the city governHer sister and family are with her.
and Dioety-iour cents, coetsof suit, sod will
ment, and cliixens generally, are cordially
be sold at
Mr. and Mra. W. H. Sinclair and chilpublic auction a ihe sheriff* office
in said Ellsworth, to the highest bidder oa
invited to take part in the observance of the dren of Sorrento have been
guests in town. the twenty-ninth day of June
st ten o'clock
day.
in the forenoon, the following described real
Him.
May 28.
V. The Kilswortb fife and drum corps will
estate And all the right, title and interest
which the said Robert H Brnnett baa in and
act as escort
and
Higgins' orchestra will
SEAL COVE.
to the same, or bad on tbe
thirty-first day of
furnish music at the ball.
A. D )•!*, at ten o'clock and fortyJanuary
Rev.
William
Fletcher
of
Waterville, five minutes
William Small,
in
the
the time when
forenoon,
missionary of the United Baptist conven- the same was attached on
Post Commander.
writ in the
tion. was in to*n last week, and held same suit, to wit. a certain the
lot or parcel f
services at the Baptist church, Tuesday
land situated In ttiafi part of Eden known st
BOtfTKK OF TUB POST.
Bar Harbor, and bounded and deacrtt>ed as
and Friday evening*.
Follow lug 18 the roster of Wno. H. H. i
follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake on the
The Red Croe* rally at Grang* hall. east line of a private way aixteen and fiveRice poet, G. A. R., to-day:
Center, Wednesday evening, was well at- tenths feet wide, leading from Forrest avenue
Small, William, commander,
Kilswortb tended. L. W. Kurnitl, of West Tremont, and at the southwest corner of lot No.23. on a
and Rev. Mr. Fletcher spoke ably on the plan of 8now and Morse, which plan is reCo » nick, Win J, 8 V C
corded in registry of deeds for Han -ci
Red Cross.
14
county; thence following said line of said
Cook, James L, J VC,
27.
private
N.
way south thirty four degrees v.r*;
May
44
Richardson, W Albert, Burgeon,
silty feet to a stake; thence running souta
44
fifiy-alx degrees east ninety fret to a stake,
Taylor, Koacoe G, O of D,
thence north four degrees and fifty-ooe in a44
Small, Wm, Q M,
utea east sixty-nine feet to a stake at tb«
44
southeast corner of said lot No 23: tber.ee
Haw kea, Richard, O of G,
OK* Kri~ Heavy
work
horses, driving
north fifty six degr-cs west following tb«
44
horses; tome jr*od trades for quick cash
Curtis, A W, chaplain,
southerly line of said lot No 23 fifty-four .sod
Also
M.
K. C*ai.t*LK.
carriage*.
buyer
44
four tenths feel to place of beginning an t>eFields, 1> L, adjutant,
Ellsworth, Me
tng lot No. 2s as described on said j,c. of
44
Dean, J B, patriotic instructor,
Bnow and Morse.and beiug the same premises
oy
conveyed to the said Robert H. Benu
Armstrong, jouu, o ai,
Sale or to Hr!.
Henry M. Hmtth by deed dated Augue' 29.
Fogg, Charles, Q M S,
IMS. and recorded in Hancock county reg try
on Dean street; well arranged for
of deeds, book 379. page M.
Ellsworth Fills
Bennett, Levi W,
two small families; stable suitable for
j
Want) W. Wnscor
1 a«t brook garage; land for garden. Will «e!J or reut to
Clough, Elmer,
Mas. H
F. Phillips. Ellsworib.
tight
party
Sheriff.
Ells wort b
Dorr, C P,
Ellsworth, May 2i. 1918.

j

j
I
j

I

!

TAKEN

__

Jsi &ik,

I

H

jFor

nOl’SK

j

Ellis, Ambrose,
Farrell, James,
Googins. A W,
iiagau, Ira B,
Higgins, John,
Hooper, Vina! F,
Mad (locks, Benjamin,

Ellsworth Falls
Ellsworth j

LOSt.
NOTICE

Eastbrook
*

IEI. for general housework In family of
**
X two aduita; one over twenty years pre- |
North Ellsworth ; ferred. Address Box 636, Ellsworth. Me

(t

McGjwd, J A,

Ellsworth^

Parsons, James E,
Scott John,

Ellsworth

Lubec

Smith, MS,

Spencer, AW,

G1I
| trie
j

work at

the Red Crons

The Red

WOMEN and girls wanUd for best
Uv/ year around hotels in Maine; 26
waitresses. flue tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and aernb woman,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Bell and
ano
third cooks for
second
bu»s boys,
hotel positions, Apply always lo Mains Ho
tbl AnsjrcY. new quarters, » Main street,
87
rears.
Established
860 girls
Baugor.
wanted for beat summer hotels.
Inclose
Few
for
high
grade housework
reply.
stamp

the hall

Cross fund

|65.

here amounted to about

has sold her
Goodwin and has been vishere and at Seal Cove two weeks, has

Mrs. L. B.

Sprague,

who

place to Henry
iting

returned to

McKinley to her

Henry Able

has had

s

son

Vernon.

telephone

J

places.

___

in-

Jtytlp E&anU-fc.

stalled in nis bouse.
Mr. and Mrs.

Earle Farley

Southwest Harbor

to
Mr.

Farley

is

for

have moved
the summer.

employed in

the sardine

factory.
Hazel
was

Reed, who is employed in Bangor,

home

May

27.

Sunday.
Thblma.
• too REWARD, Sloo

The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learo that there la at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to care in
alt its stages, and that is catarrh. Catarrh
being g*eatiy influenced by constitutional
conditions requires constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is take a internally
and acts through the blood on the mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the
fooodatiou of the disease, giving the paticut
strength by building op the constitution and
assisting nature la doing Its work. The
proprietors have ao much faith in the curative
powers of Hall’s Catarrh Medicine that they
offer One Hand red Dollars for any case that
it fails to cure. 8ead for list of Hestlaoulals.
F.J. CHBNET M CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.

1

nuise or attendant for a sanifor nervous and mental diseases
moot a with board and laundry.
Loud. Stamford. Conn.

HOTEL HELP WANTID

WEST TKKMONT.
on

help

SOMEONE

Dr. Willia Watson and L. W. KumlU

spoke

as

Addreaa. H.
-—X-—-for general housework al cottage, Green Lake. Maine, about July 1.
For further particulars apply to Mm. F. L.
Gxbbly, im Pair Oaks Park. Needham. Maas.

—

Thursday evening.

or woman

etc.

lari Dm
a

Salary. 124

in the

post
last Memorial day
George F.
Haskell, George B. Floyd, Henry M.
Brown, D. J. Lyman, George W. Patten,
Horace Marks.

since

care Amiiicln

girl

Modern bouse, elecAddreaa Y. P
office. Ellsworth.

waabing-msebin*.

FEMALE

**

There have been six deaths

IRL—For summer,
and companion.

^ImIeiT'nEEDEJD
171 OR unloading
63
freight

Jj

pulp
per

rOBKCUMl'KB.
of Ellsworth. Hen*
hi*
of Malue. r
remortgage deed dated April ft. 1*77 si
corded to Hancock county registry or <i- ed«
in book 1*7, page Ml. conveyed to M
ros
Young of Trenton, said county, a ce sin
parcel of real estate situated iu said t Haworth, and bounded on the north by 1*
1 of
Elisha Garland; on the eas; ou the roam ad
leading from Ellsworth u Msriavlllc. k »d
ae the new road; on the south by lac
of
George (Jarland homestead, and in the est
by the old road leading to Marisvilie, and
containing seventy acres, more or less *od
whereas said Monroe Young assigned as id
mortgage to Everard H. Greeley, which assignment was dated Nov tl. 18:8, and receded
in said registry In boo* 4*8, page i»: *na
whereas said Gieeley assigned the sauiete
himjn Garland, by assignment dated bee-A
190*. and recorded In said registry in book 4M.
page 181; and whereas said Garland aa»;<?ned
said mortgage to me, the undersigned. t>> assignment dated May 14. >918. and record* d in
said registry, in book *40. page »♦ ‘fld
whereas ta* condition of said mortgag* nss
been broken, now, therefore, by reason «
the nreacb of the condition thereof, 1 clans*
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Laoa H Btowv
By his attorney, Lrawooo F. Gitsa.
May *7, 1918.
or

John

.Moore
WHEREAS
cock county, State

yrmalf Jnlp tfiantrt.

Lamoine
Ellsworth

■

on

the streamer Mon began.

after spending the week
here and at Somesville.

S

t*rohatk notices

the

in

“The

This will he conducted by
the woman’s relief corps.
Tbs regular Memorial day exercises will

Thompson Moose.

before the

good*

Invocation-.Rev R U Mathew*

street

control and

laid

sfternooti exercises
comrades. The
will open with s memorial service for naval comrades, at 130 o’clock, at the Mam

fiimiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiimiiimiiimmimimiiiiiHi'iHiimiiiiiimiimiiitiiiittiuiE

Food Administration
Federal
through
Food Administrator
L*on S. Merrill no manufacturer us
Ing sugar In hla products can obtain
sugar without surrender erf an authorized distribution sugar certificate.
Certificates will be issued on receipt
of a sworn statement from the manufacturer of the amount of sugar be
used last year and application for the
swbrn statement form and the'certificate must he made to Food Administrator Merrill at Orono.
Under the regulations no retail grocer shall aell sugar to manufacturers
using sugar in their products after
May 15th without the required certificate. This does not apply to bona
fide legal contracts made prior to May
16th.
The seller of sugar It required to
cancel and return to the Federal Food
Administrator issuing them, all sugar
certificates upon which he made sales
of sugar.

Is

2

g

—

the

that whatever I
might save now and fall to save
now may be a hnndred times
the worst waste I shall ever have
committed thoogh I have, like
away

£

end

manufacturers

portation of Rubber is to conserve shipping space, and the program that has been

follows:

“Across the Vale*’.Chora*
Scripture lesson .Rev R H MoyU
Devotion.Rev J W Ticks*'
“Memorial Day Memories”.Chora*
In Memoristn.Rev B H Johnson
“Hall to Old Glory”.Chora*
Benediction.The MUpah
To*morrow forenoon will be occupied by

9

the

of

Tbe above poem, written for the flag-raising at Proapyct Harbor last TharaThough
day. it given a larger place here in the hope that more nifght read it.
addreaied especially to tbe mother* of Proapec* Harbor, ita me»aa«e. with healiug balm for aching heart*, ia to. all mother* who have aona in the service.—Er*.

Food Administration Urges Increased
Use of Milk for Children
Asks
Partners Rslesse Wheat.

BXRRf'IRRB

AT HANCOCK HALL.

“Arise ye Patriot*”.

;

harvest

COM

details from the poat in decorating graves

Brooklyn, N. Y., May 18,1918.

MANUFACTURERS
j
OBLIGED TO SECURE
TES
SUGAR C

PORT

THE

$

blue

—Grace

BY

AFTERNOON

MANDER

service was as

to-day,

us are

new

Cable

men.

these ten bright sure, set in their Held ol white,
torget-me-nota, most precious in our sight;
For in each one we sea the lace ol “our hoy” who's given all
That the womeD ol America may ne’er know Belgian’s thrall.
Dear Mothers, what a heritage! to have the power to give
That the world, because ol these, shall be a better place to live.
Thank God that you can give them, and the gift won’t be in vain,
For we know tbe bravest soldiers will be our* from dear old Maine.
And

To

Orono. Mains. May
—According to U>e

Vigilantes.
The thought that I cannot put

lighting

■*

tions

By George

our

IfttfrKD

rubber,

of

of tire

on

with
the
operation
government to
restrict the manufacture of unnecessary
tire niree, J. C. Weaton, vice-president
and director of tales of the United State*
Tire Co., says:
"The intention of the government in

Wm. H. 11. Rice poat, O. A. R.. ha* made
it* usual plan* for the tilting observance
of Memorial day.
I n ion memorial services were held st
Hancock hall Sunday evening.
There was a good attendance, and an
inspiring service was held. The order of

With smiling faoe and nob suppressed, with many a heart-wrung prayer,
We aaw them march away to Join tbe legiona “over there”.
it was but right—their country called —we wanted them to go,
And, yet—we’re only human Dear Lord, we mis* them so!
That whistle, since we heard it. it has seemed a thousand years,
Aud that old <wp in the entry, 'tis oft wet with mother’s tears.
But though we long to sae them in their old familiar haunts
We’re sure they’ll prove their mettle—our boya, "Somewhere in France.”

—

NOW

ORDER*

I

2

Congressman

Kaiser

~

E
E
E
E

W. H. Tires, Editor And Manager.

from the

I

I

8

BT TBB

and of means is getting to be
with American people.

=

II

AT

30
in

[Co Cbcir j®otbcre.|

importation

the

endeavor

~

i-tgal Nonet*.

Size*.

Kegtrdinf government restriction*

BE OBSERVED AS USUAL IN
ELLSWORTH.

TO

£

E

mum

months;

UonereMari Tire

MEMORIAL DAY

<£lie tCllstuortl) American

*

wood and handling
nine hour day.
Op-

portunity for advancement into permanent
fobs in pnlp an* paper mill with good pay if
you make good.
Good hoard at reasonable
rates
Apply to 8. D. Wassbb Co.. Cumber-

I

NOTICE.
U. 8. Diemtcrr Covst, /
Mata a Distbict.
j

Portland, May 18.
to the rules of the District
the United States for the U»**
irictof Maine, notice is hereby given, tast
WILLIAM B. BLAI8DELL of NORTH bVL-

PURSUANT
Court of

LIVAN,
in said District, has applied for admission s*
an attorney and counsellor of said Diatnc*
Court.
w
Phank Pbllows. QW*-

land Mills. Me.

MIN

IrPyon

AND GIRL8

are

unemployed

or

PA^t/eB8HIP

WANTED
not woiktngon

L government work your setvlcee are
needed. We are in need of male and female
for maanfactaring ammunition for tha
help
United 8taiee Government In a Massachusetts
factory. Gall or write oar Maine representative, L. P. Cntraon. 96 Main Street. Bangor,
M aloe. No office fee charged.
SEAMEN.
Chance for Advancement—Erwe.
U. 8. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Portland trains seamen for officers’ bertha
in new Merchant Marine.
Short cat to the
bridge. Two years’ eea experience required.
Native or natur lized citizens only. Coarse
six weeks.
Military exemption. Apply to
Faasa A. Wilson at school. Municipal Bldg,
Portland, between 140 and ip. n. Saturdays
641 a. n. to 12 noon.

DISSOLUTION Or
partnership heretofore e*l*»l“8
tween Charles 8. Cottle end
under the firm name of * ;bari«*
Cottle A Sen, has this day be- d dissolved DJ
!•'
.."7
mutual consent, and the business
conducted by said Cfttarles 8. Cottle All
owed to said partnership should be P*-“
the said Charles 8. Cot le,
and al»
0J
said partnership are to be

THE
Cottle,

■fuj

against

Ellsworth, May 87, 1918.
PAUPER

worth
HAVING
used
may

_

NOTICE.

contract*! with lfc»

Ottj •*

Wj*

to support and care for those
assistance during five
1, 191ft, and are legal r*hW“*

/•*(•*•»

nlngjan.
Ellsworth, 1 forbid all persons trttstLBAj®*^
account,ae there le plenty of ro»m

on my

accommodations
Para house.

to oare for them
iktiob B. Mxtcsih**-

NKW WATER RATES. COUNTY
COMPANY

ELLSWORTH

FILER

PROBPKCT HARBOR.

AS ORDERED.

SCHEDULE

CONMIRBION

PCBLIC ITtUTIBB

NEWS THE
SIXTY

J. B. Cole of Waterville left for home
Saturday morning.
Dr. C. C. Larrabee la spending a week
with his son in Washburn.
This district is well up to its allotment
in the Red Cross drive. Corea sent in to
Mrs. C, C. Larrabee f 13, which included
the generous check of flOO from Mrs.
Edith Paul.

WILL

COUKT
01V* ANOTHER HEARING AT
HOUSE MONDAY EVENING.

ARMY
MEN

DRAFT.
FOR

LEFT

I

CAMP

OR

RIGHT

MORE

WILL LEAVE

FRIDAY—REGISTRATION DAY NEXT

what

town of the

7

a.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Mrs. A.

will

be

from

Hodgkins,
charge at

m.

At the end of the address

flag

91

case is

Tnc

charge

minimum

in

stsrs

each

ing schedule aa issued in 1016 remain
unchanged, with the following added:
Rule
shall
The water company

furmab,

and

own

control

all

of

same

shall

be

monthly,

rendered

and

service

Mrs. K. A.

the

will

be

will

•Iter

the

of

the

be

subject

J. K.

discount

for

and

cod-

Dt-laud’» second article

on

Uw life in France to-day, and the tirat
PWt of Alexin* Heyland'a charming *ud
•mugjDg glory, “Ob, Annioe!” Every

housewife

will

want

Without Wheat.’*

to

There

read “A
ia also a

Wrdep article.

Week

timely

Aburrtiftannu*

TAKE F
N»«d»d

R NOW

In ths Spring by Pal*, Weak,
Nervous P*opl*.

Peptiron

is in the form of pill%

Chocolate-coated,

pleasant to take,
«*sily assimilated, and is the most

•aeeessful combination of iron of
its makers, C. I. Hood Co.,
lowcll, Mass, have any knowledge.
kou most nave an abundance of
bron in your blood if yon are to be
keen,quick and fit in the battle of life,
overeoms obstacles and know no such
thing as failure. For several reasons
“** of iron in the blood is more
noticeable in the Spring than at any
other time.
B*«des iron, Peptiron includes
Popein, mix, celery and other tonics,
nerve helps and digestives. It gives
strength, color and body to the
Wood; reddens pale cheeks, steadies
we
nerves, improves the digestion,
nourishes and gives stamina to the

yhich

Whole

body.

It is the tonio
Spring medicine for
yon and for your
family—especially
for
good
spindling boys sod girls.
”*ke it this Springe.

with his

Bangor spent the
parents, T. C. Stanley

of

ife.

Harry Bridges

and

Miss Harriet Bridges of Sedgwick spent
with her sunt, Mrs. A. W.

the week-end

Bridges.

!
1

!

Carter and children, of
visiting her sister, Mrs. Har-

Ralph

Mrs.

Surry,

George

ANOTHER

at

weeks.

same.

Ifomon'i Home Companion

wharf

baby have returned home, after being at Naskeag two

MHgttxIne and I took Motc«.

Margaret

w

Mrs.

old

Jaoe

Stanley

Hollis

f3.

and removal of

its

on

1317
1323

Nine

week-end

the company, at all reasonable times,
the purpose of reading meters, or

inspection

repairs made

needed

Rule 19—The water company shall have
the right of acceaa to the customer's
premises and to all property furnished

by

Davis and

Haven.

meter customers in a sum equal to twice
the estimated
average
moulhly bill,
interest at 4 per cent will be allowed on
ill such deposits. In no case shall said
be lest than

quite ill,

family of Bears port
were guests at Fred Btewart’s Sunday.
The Lasteru Steamship Co. is having

period.
Rule IS—The water company may require a deposit aa collateral security from

deposit

who has been

having the upstairs
Maynard
rent in his shop finished to rent.
Mrs. Koy Carter of West Brooklin is visiting her mother, Mrs. Maye Bridges.

of

expiration

Flye,

Blaisdell is

6 per cent if paid on or
before the feuth of each mouth. No
discount will be allowed to any customer
toa discount

and who knows all the

is much better.

customer.

Rule 17—Bills for meter

her

BROOK LIN.

main-

by

whoever

bolds

Bed Cross.

meters.

borne

by

one

place dear,
boys. It appears elsewhere io this issue.
Three rousing cheers were given the
three flags-Old Olory, the service flag and
a Third Liberty loan honor flag.
A public supper and a dance were given in the
evening, the proceeds, |8Q, going to the

NEW BULKS.

tenance

boys in service whom the
represented—Warren and Norman

native

present printed rules accompany-

The expenses of installation and

dedicated, Mr. Deasy calling the

of the

the occasion

Leon E Googios, Waltham.
W Coolin, Deer Isle.
Charles E Daniels, Indian Point.
1329
Andrew Corbett, Bar Harbor.
1332
Hoyt Cousins, Northeast Harbor.
1359 Carl H Wardwell, Penobscot.
1363 Jay Leacb, West Penobscot.
1368 Ellis W Springer, North Hancock.
1371
Pearly C Beaton, Bar Harbor.
1377
Wra P Hutchins, Orland.
1378 Tilden H Knowlton, Stonington.
1386
Era in R Spurling, Inlesford.1388 Chas P Arata, Bar Harbor.
1393
Edmund N Johnson, Deer Isle.
14CM Linwood Perkins, Bluebill.
1414 Percy T Dodge, Seal Harbor.
1416
Wm R Powers, Deer Isle.
1416
Melvin J McMahon, Stonington.
1418 John M Dunbar, Trenton.
1429
Walter Orr, Franklin.
1441
Earl E Billings, North Penobscot.
1443 Edward H Johnson, Bar Harbor.
1444 John C Firtb, Bluehill.
1449
Lester J Lurvey, Northeast Harbor.
1451
Lysander Hooper, North Sullivan.
1456 Carlton P Johnson, Bar Harbor.
1457 John I) Coombs, Franklin.
1470 Charles F McMahon, Stonington.
1178
Leonidas H Lufkin, Stonington.
1494 Carl N Knowlton, Stonington.
1314

the service

Shaw, Clarke Blanc*, (Jay Whitten, Jesse
Noonan, Philip Workman, CalvinBtinson,
Irving Farley. Carroll Newman and John
Btewart. A poem was read, written for

per month.

All the

was

names

reduction of 2 cents per 100 cubic feet per
month, and for hotels the rate is 12 cents
per 100 cubic feet per mouth, a reduction
of 3 cents.

hearts,doing

compassion
divine mercy.”

from 300 to 000 cubic feel, 30 cents per 100
cubic feet per month; in excess of 000 cubic feet, 20 cents per 100 cubic feet per
month. Minimum charge, fl per month.
Por commercial uses, with the same divisions aa to amounts used, the rate ia 10
cents less per 100 cubic feet, the minimum
charge being the same, fl per mouth.
Por manufacturing plants the new rate
is 8 cents per 100 cubic**fret per month, a

sre

Staples.

more men

have been

but

nine

Mrs. Roland

iting relatives

may go.

IN

ORDER

list of those next

just

baa purchased a Ford car
Farnsworth baa purchased a
Cadaliae touring car.
Rent

Mrs.

A. E.

Farnsworth,

who has

been

men

called

Harvey

P.

are:

KOR CALL.

Staples,
in

been reclassified

who

heads

now

the

order for call, has
by the local board,

being changed from class 3 B to class 1 A.
It is

probable

given
cases

that several

deferred

more

classification,

have been the

subject

of

who

and

were

whose

special

in-

vestigation, will be changed to class 1.
very ill, is belter. Miss Duley, a trained
Those next in order for call, as the list
nurse from Boston, ia with her.
stands to-day, are:
Rev. R. B. Mathewe o! Ellsworth will
309 Harvey P Staples, North Penobscot
deliver the Memorial address at the Bap1349 Horace H Liscomb, Bar Harbor.
tist church Thursday evening, May 30.
1480 Shirley N Reynolds, Northeast Har.
Mrs. E. H. Bridges, Mrs. Fred Cole and 1488 Pearl R
Tainter, Brooklin.
Miss Musa Dollard have gone to Portland 1496 Lin wood
Chick, Great Pond.
to attend the grand chapter of the East- 1530
Ivory L Gross, Bucksport.
ern Star.
1534
James E Marcyes, Bar Harbor.
W. H. Patten of Ellsworth delivered an 1547 Elisha Young, Gouldsboro.
interesting lecture on Red Cross work at 1548 Ray S Blaisdell, East Orland.
the Baptist church Sunday afternoon. May 1550 Stephen C Rankin, Bucksport.
10. The school children marched into the 1556 Levi G Moulden, Swan’s Island.
church and saluted the flag. All joined in 1558 William O Eaton, Deer Isle.
singing ‘'America,” and prayer was offered 1560 Robert L Dix, Hancock.
by Rev. Frederic Emerson. H. M. Pease 1563 Shirley E Haraaen, Bar Harbor.
sang a solo, “Sous of America," the music 1573
Herbert A Young, Gouldsboro.
tor which was written by WiliT. Pierson, 1584 Clarence S Eaton, Little Deer Isle.
who has come to Brooklin summers for 1588 Alpheus H Kingsley, W Gouldsboro
many years. The church was tastefully 1560 Harold E Haslaoi, Waltham.
decorated in red, white and blue, by the 1561 Roy B Grindle, Bluehili.
Red Cross society.
1566
Ralph E Joy, East brook.
Unk Femme.
May 27.
&KQIST&AT10N DAY.
WEST SULLIVAN.
Miss Marjorie Springer spent the weekend in Ashville.
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Newman and
hare gone to South

Mias Lena Hooper
Oouldsboro tor the summer.

Tinker’s singing orchestra appeared
for the first time in this town at K. of P.
hall May 21, and was greeted by a large
audienoe.
Una Asia.
May 27.

held to

Next Wednesday is registration day.
Ail men, whether citizens or not, who
have reached the age of 21 since June 5
last, or will he 21 on or before June 5 next,

attendants and

at the most convenient

place,

doz.

list,

but
the

by

fortune-tellers head the

whose

who

Potatoes, p k.

20 £80

Cabbage, to.

06

Beets, to.
Onions, to

06

in stores.

Deferred classification granted on account of dependents will be disregarded
entirely in applying the rule. A man may
be at t he bottom of class 1, or even in class
4, but if he tails within the regulation and
refuses to take useful
be

given

a

will send him

into

Local

forthwith.

employment,

1, that

military

service

in

the

boards

are

discretion

only where they find
change of employment

would result in

disproportionate hardship

use

that

man's aej audents.

a

upon

[By Bugler A. \V. Baton. \
It was the third day of October,
A glorious autumn moru,
I left the town of Northeast Harbor,
to

put

on.

The day was spent in travelling
From Ellsworth to Ayer, Mass.,
By hoys from many tow us
Aud almost every class.

The first day seemed a week to me,
As we tried to learn “squads right,”
That count of “one, tyro, three, four,”
Was on my mind all night.

were ou our

day.

way.

We landed in the sunny South,
Seventeen hundred miles from home.
And when we had oar freedom.
The cotton fields we’d roam.

Wanted for Navy.
is being made by the
navy department for young men to man
Men

and

transport service.

merchant

Young

men

vessels
may

years.

4

-.

A

M

40

$4 45

60
56
03

4 52
4 55
6 03
5 12
6 20
6 25
ft 88
5 48
15 66

14
45

63
57
10
19
26

16 69
6 04

84
53

6 24
6 SO

69
00
AM

*1 05
AM

...

...

..

...

......

..

AM

Boston via
Dover

'.!..
t8 00

Iv.;.

Portland.Iv.fl2 26 .f 11 08
Bangor.iv.! f6

AM
30
10 86
10 66

PM

si 1 00
AM

t3 25 §7 00
6 07
Brewer June-.
8 31
7 C6
Holden.
6 29
3 50
7 26
McKenzies.
110 59
17 29
Phillips Lake. 16 86;tll 02 18 5« 17 82
6 43
Green Lake.
11 12
4 04
7 40
Nicolin. 16 62 11 26 14 12
7 50
Ellsworth Falls.1 7 04. 11 41
4 24
8 05
Ellsworth
.| 7 111 11 47 4 29 8 11
Wash’gt’n June. 7 25 11 54 4 41 18 17
8 23
Franklin Road. 17 88 112 02 4 60
Hancock.
5 00
8 85
7 41 j 12 10
7 44
12 13
5 03
8 3*
Waukeag, E Fy
Mt Desert Fy ar.! 7 50 12 20 5 10
8 45
00

flO

...

Mt Desert

Fy lv.!

8 00
12 80
6 20
8 50
15.
8 46
9 15
1 10
6 00
9 30
A M
AM
P M
PM

8

Sullivan.ar.j
Sorrento..
Bar Harbor.,

ar.

I

I

1

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
•
Daily. Sundays included, i Daily, except
Sunday. $ Sundays only. V Daily except
Monday, s Saturday only.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

TRIP

ROUND

BY TELEPHONE

ELLSWORTH
TO

BATH
50c
FOR THREE MINUTES
No charge unless communication
la established with person asked for.

Telephone trips to other points at
proportionately low rates.
The Toll Operator will quote the
rate to any point.

PLUMBING^
hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

40u50

FEW STAPLE8.

granulated, to.
powdered.'
yellow.

09

HONEST WORK: HONEST

PRICES

14

10

Coffee, to.
19385
Tea, to.;
46*80
Molasses, gal.85§*1.00
80^45
45£66
20£40

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 178-2.

30 a45
8

a

40

£45

to.

40

Albert N. Cushman

33
34

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
*1200
Flour,
3 80
Corn, bag (wnolejcrackedfor meal,)
Shorts. *2 70 y*2 >0
Mixed feed and middlings.
*2 804*3 60
3 00
Oats, bag,
bu.
Cottonseed meal
*2.80
Grass Seed, bu.4...
*4 26

Electrician andContractor
Electric Supplies
Estey Building

and Fixtures
Ellsworth

Telephone 37-11

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
Alt Kinds of Laundry Work.

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Goods called for aud delivered

Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
Ellsworth. Me

.State Street.

CLOTHING
Small

but

well

selected

stock

at

money-saving prices.
Repairing of all kinds
DAVID
Main Street

FRIEND
Ellsworth

DET POTATOES FIGHT
They Save Wheat.

When, you <at Totatoe<

1

u.a. Poop

A^Mj^fugr^Anoy

|

atnrrtiatiunuB.

further cell
vowels

9 4(

IN

Now when this wsr is ended,
And we all go marching home.
Then they wilt know that Kaiser Bill
No longer holds the ihrpne.

navai

PM

M

...

50 a 85

IN UkMORIAM.
ROYAL.
of our dear daughremembrance
loving
ter Grace, who passed away May 20, 1017.
Gone, never to be forgotten by her parents.
Ma. and Mrs. Charles Royal.
In the lonely graveyard,
Where the trees and branches wave.
Lies our dear beloved daughter,
Iu a cold and silent grave.

Seven mouths hsve passed:
Whst has our nation done?
It’s trained to beat tne Kaiser
Three million mothers’ sons.

A

4 50

P M

DIKB.

an

we

P

Boston via
|. 1...
Portsmouth ar.
to 20: M 45. *4 45
Boston via. ....!.:...
Dover ar., 9 16.' 718 S«
N*>w York via..:.I
Worcester ar. *7 64
I
I A M I
IA M
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
1
1 P M i
I P M
PM
New York via
Worcester lv!
*7 80
Boston via
.!.
Portsmouth lv|. *9 00
*7 30

BEN NETT-At North Bucksport.
May 24,
Carrie H, wife of Ralph 8 Bennett, aged 78
years, 7 months, 18 days.
STUCK BRIDGE—At Atlantic, May 18. Mrs
Martha
Stockbridge. aged 86 years, 4
mouths. 18 days.

passed slowly by

drilled aud hiked each
order came to move,

..

£45

CANDAGE-GRAY—At Bluehill, May lfr, by
Rev R M Trafton, Miss Laura P Candage, of
Penobscot, to Morton O Gray, of Bluehill.
SMITH-WEST
At Ellsworth. May 74, by
W Tickle, Miss Mildred Smith to
Rev
Waller West, both of Lamoiue.
WE3COTT— McCLUSKEY~At Castine, May
26. by Rev Milton Muder. Miss Lucy Wescott to Charles E McCiuskey, both of Castine.

“You rookies, gel a bustle on.
We haven’t got all day;
Hands down iu that rear rank,
Dou't be sbopiug flies away.”

uow

I

mauk»i:d.

The morning came, the whistle blew,
The sergeaut calls “all out;”
I wondered where on earth I was,
As I turned and looked in doubt.

At-d

35

BLAISDELL—At Orland, May 19, to Mr and
Mrs \ustiu Blaisdell. a son.
SAUNDERS-At Bluetnll, May 23, to Mr and
Mrs Henry A Saunders, a daughter.
TATE—At Bucksport, May 22, to Mr and Mrs
Warren Tate, a son. (Nelson Warren.)

left the train at midnight
Aud marched to our new home,
To get a feast on army bash—
That night we all did groan.

As we

10
05

liOKN.

We

At last

06

bbl...^.

The streets were tilled with people
Who came to say good-byes.
There were sweethearts, wives aud mothers,
With teardrops iu their eyes.

weeks

A
Sugar,

M

C2J

FRUIT.
Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz.
Bananas.

Lard,

We assembled at the courthouse
lu dear old Ellsworth, Maine;
The tJrs*. “fall iu” was given
To march up to our truiu.

The

05

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, roasts to
steak to.
Veal, to..
Lamb, to.
Hams.
Bacon.
Salt pork, to.

A Rookie's Army Life.

06

...

to

Squash, to.
Turnips, to
Pumpkins, each.
Parsnips, to..

authorized

enforced

to

..

Carrots,

he will

class

number

new

VEGETABLES.

include

bartenders, theatre ushers
and
elevator
attendants,
passenger
operators and other attendants of clubs,
hotels, stores, etc., domestics and clerks

p

45

....

30

*10 £*12

also

waiters and

BANGOR.

M

Fy ar;..(10

28

reached

will

regulation

new

A

Mt Desert Fy Iv. tlO 80! f5 10 t9
5 17
9
Waukeag, 8 Fy.; 10 86
Hancock.i. 10 39
5 20! 10
Franklin Road. .} 10 47 15 29 10
Wash’gt’n June!.j 11 0-2 e 8Hj 10
Ellsworth.!.! 11 08 5 45! 10
Ellsworth Palls.! 11 18
6 50(110
Nicolin.i.jfll 26: fe OBllll
Green Lake....
11 86
6 16 111
Phillips Lake..;. Ill 48 16 24 111
McKenzies...
16 27
Holden.
11 00
6 82 111
Brewer June. | 12 09
6 581 11
12 15<
7 00! 11
Bangor.ar
Portland.ar
J t® 66j *1 06, H5

42 £44

be

in

com-

required to register. The burden is municate directly with reoruiling and enupon them, and failure to register lays rolling stations at Waterviile, IJouilon,
them liable to severe penalty.
Dover, Augusta, Bangor, Lewiston or
The registration will be under control Portland.
It is urgent that young men respond,
of the local board, lo Hancock county
the board has designated the following and without delay, aspecialiy those beplaces for registration, and registrants tween the ages of eighteen and thirty-five

report

eggs,

occupations, are to be given Fowl, to...
new job or the army.
the choice of
£hickens, to.
Gamblers, race track and backet-shop Hay, loose, ton...

are

may

Fresh

TO

j

f4 00 |9 0€ 54 00
Durgain, who has been vis4 80..
at West Penobscot, has reSu’livau..[.1.
Mt Desert
20

a

The khaki

126 Shirley Gross, Stonington.
Doiiaid Cameron, Bar Harbor.
851
Francis 1 Sinclair, East Slivan
l«awreuce Doriau, Bucksport.
931
1241 Ellsworth A Robinson, Swans*Island
1284
Lloyd Havey, West Sullivan
1497 George W Sullivan, Bar Harbor.
1514
LeonTilden, Ellsworth.
1515 Edmund P. Hooper, So. Gouldsboro.

the

Ralph

The

are

BAR HARBOR
Bar Harbor .lv.!
Sorrento ..|.

be non-nsefol

re-

287

Frederic Cole, who has been attending
the University of Maine, is at home for

and A. E.

called to

port here to-morrow, to leave for camp
Friday. The quota in this call is seven,

♦

summer.

CALL.

registrants engaged in what

May 20,1918.

Lincoln and Parker Cloeson are employed at Mackie’s milt at North Brooksville.

home.
Hixty Hancock county men left Ells- Ellsworth, with J. A. Stuart as assistant; turned
Mrs. Zadie Gray has returned home
worth for Camp Devens yesterday. Ells- George K. Fuller, of the local board, at
from Roland Durgaiu’a where she has
worth peopleand many from all parts of Bar Harbor, B. E. Clark as assistant; R.
Her
A. Flye, of the local board, at Deer Isle,
been for several days.
the county turned out to give the
commission a new schedule
the
with
a
hoys
died
Paul W. Scott as assistant; Andrew P.
FLAO RAISING.
Mrs. Helen Clement, assisted by others,
in
The
Ellsworth.
comfarewell.
were escorted from the ;
water
for
They
0( rates
In the bright sunshine of a perfect May courthouse to the train by the Ellsworth Havey, chief registrar, at Sullivan, W. gave an ice-cream sale at th« schoolhouse
mission will give a bearing on the new
B.
Blaisdell
as
assistant, and Wiley C. Wednesday evening, for the benefit of the
at court room in tha afternoon, the long-talked-of flag-raising fife snd drum corps, receiving the cheers
rate* to all interested
of the people along the line of march.
j (Jonary, chief registrar, at Bucksport, Red Croas. Proceeds, fll.20.
county court house next Monday evening, exercises passed off successfully Thursday,
Michael
J. Culllty as assistant.
X.
The boys of the draft in town Monday
May 27.
May 3. Seldom if ever has this village
June 3. at 7.30 o'clock.
WHO MUST REGISTER-All male perwelcomed a
larger crowd. The Grand *ere given the freedom of the city. The
A comparative study of tbe new rates
NORTH LAMOINE.
sons
(citizens or aliens) born betweeu
,nd those now in effect shows tbe follow- Army veterans, the Knights of Pythias, golden ribbon given them by the exemption board a<( they reported, was their June 6,1896, and June 6, 1897, inclusive,
John Carter of Beech Hill visited his
Red Men, and the school children all
paring changes:
pass. They were the guests of honor at a except officers and enlisted men of the mother, Mrs. Roland Carter, on Monday,
For domestic uses, private houses with ticipated.
A stand erected for the speakers was dance given at Hancock hall in the evenregular array, navy and marine corps, and before leaving for Camp Devons.
ooe family, the only change made ia on
faucet charge, which is (3 prettily draped with the British, Prench ing, by the Ellsworth soldier boys’club. the national guard and naval militia while
Miss Eleanor Waugh
of Winthrop is
tbe additional
instead of ft as at present. This is in ac- and American flags. The.different orders George W. Cool in of Deer Isle was ap- in federal service, and officers in officers’ teaching In place of Miss Osgood, who
reserve corps, and enlisted men in enlisted
had to give up the school on account of
cordance with the order of the cotnims- and the school inarched to the spot, the pointed squad leader for the boys.
Five of those in the call were elimi- reserve corps while in active service.
her health. Miss Waugh was graduated
•lon, which stated that the additional ord<re breaking ranks to allow the chilWHEN—On Wednesday, June 6, 1918, from U. of M. last week.
faucet charge should not be in excess of f3. dren to pass through to the pole, then re- nated—Norman E. Powers of Deer Isle, in
! betweeu 7 a. no. and 9 p. m.
For commercial uses (stores and offices) forming in a circle about them while the emergency fleet; Maynard F. Jordan of
Forrest Richardson gave a party last
flags were flung to the breeze by J. W. lslesford, in officer’s training camp at
WHERE—Hancock county men may Wednesday
tbe first faucet charge is Increased from
evening, his birthday. About
a
Civil
Horace
H.
additional
faucets
from
war
SO
Camp
Liscomb
of
either
Cole,
the
Devens;
Bar
at
the
office
of
the
to
register
local
|2
veteran,
stirriug
f7 to (B, and
forty were present. Mr. Richardson
strains
of
“The
N.
sdditiousl
of
of
board
in
Tbe
for
Star
Harbor,
Banner.’’
Northor
with
the
ill;
charge
Shirley
Reynolds
flO
Ellsworth,
Spangled
registrars left for Camp Devens this week. He
tof3.
|
Patriotic exercises by the children, un- east Harbor and Pearl R. Tainter of j at Bar Harbor, Sullivan, Bucksport or has the best wishes of his
coffee grinder bus been eliminated.
many friends.
der
the
not
Deer
needed
the
schedule
there
ia
of
their
Miss
Brooklin,
to
whichever
a
guidance
All
is
moat
convenient
alternates,
teacher,
iaie,
Under
present
Y.
May 27.
j for them.
Laura
The
for
who
received
quota.
the
deserved
colors
stores
Cleaves,
l>oya
bakeries, drug
joined
complidifferent charge
are:
ments.
The
for
HOW-Go
in
on
first
Hon.
L.
of
June
5
to
S0
B. Deasy,
speaker,
faucet, f3
person
your
NORTH BROOKLiN.
and restaurants-flO
registration place. If you expect to be
143 Glendon Harper, Seel Cove.
forescb additional faucat. |5 for tumbler- Bar Harbor, was Introduced by W. F.
Eugene Cole is working for Mr. and
absent
from
master
of
home
with
automatic
shut-off
Bruce,
ceremonies.
Mr.
on
June
once
and
soda188 Forrest Richardson, Lamoine.
washer
5, goat
Deasy
Mrs. C. E. Sherman at “Grovehurst,”
to the office of the local board where you
fountain connection, and fi.60 for car- gave one of the best addresses ever beard 1033 Irving 8 Gray, Hall’s Cove.
John Giles and Amps Harriman have
here.
to
The
be.
Have
water
happen
correspondent regrets that 1034 Ralph H Dinsmore, East brook.
your registration
bonator with
pump. All these rates
returned from Opeeche where they have
card tilled out and certified. Mail it to
from the new schedule, shorthand wasn’t Included in her educa- 1061
ire eliminated
Harry A Bridges, Bucksport.
been employed.
the local board having jurisdiction where
which will in effect, if theee are classed tion, and that Mr. Deasy had no manu- 1118 Arnold J Patten, Ellsworth.
Mrs. Ida Burns has gone to Rockyou permanently reside. Enclose a selfunder stores and offices, reduce tbe rate script, for such a fine address should have 1119 John W Carter, Mt Desert.
addressed, stamped envelope with your land to visit her daughter, Mrs. Roswell
lor first faucet fd and for each additional a wider circulation. The importance of 1149
Ralph M Leach, Bluebill.
food conservation was touched upon and 1154
Candage is carrying
registration card for the return of your Eaton. Brainard
Robert O Duffee, Ellsworth.
fsucet SO cents.
to get on the farm in her absence.
registration certificate. Failure
The special rate for fish markets and the work and needs of the Red Cross 1162 Lather E Kenniston, Amherst.
this certificate may cause you serious inXenophon.
1186
Harold R. Dow, North Brooksville.
May 27.
laundries (fto for first faucet sod fS for given prominence.
convenience. You must mail your regisHe compared the Red Cross to Hanrtal- 1168 Daniel B Allen, Bluehill.
each additional faucet I is also eliminated,
tration
card
in
time
reach
to
your home
which would hare the effect of reducing pbou, the legend so beautifully retold by 1178 Oscar R Seavey, Southwest Harbor.
EAST BLUEH1LL.
local board on June 5. If you are ill on
Longfellow, Sandalphon, the angel of 1131 Warren C Dunbar, Orland.
the charge m earn instance
Linwood Leach left to-day for Rochester,
June
5
and
unable
to
in
present yourself
The special rate for photographers and mercy, and Handalpbon, the angel of 1189 Bartlett Cottle, Ellsworth.
N. Y.
person, send some competent friend. The
barbershops la also eliminated, which prayer. Sandalphon stands listening to 1202 Harvey W Heath, South Orland.
Capt. H. P. Long left fdr Boston Sunday,
clerk
Qumin
him
to
may deputize
1222 John A Parker, Bluehill.
prepare your
will have the effect of increasing the
prayers,
on business.
card.
1227 Ir/ng A Christy, North Sedgwick.
"And he fathers the prayers as he stands.
charge for first faucet fl, while the charge
Mrs. Cora Long, who spent the winter in
PENALTY FOR NOT REGISTERING—
And they change Into flowers in his hands.
faucet*
remains
as at
1230 Hollis A Watson, peal Harbor.
(or additional
/
Into garlands of porple and red;
Failure to register is
a
1233 Julian A Butier, Franklin.
misdemeanor, Providence, R. L, is home.
present, f3
And beneath the gr^ht arch of the portal.
punishable by imprisonment for one year.
The special rate for cemeteries and
1236 Oscar O Frantz, Cranberry Isles.
George Coombs of Isle au Haut spent the
Through the streets of the city immortal,
It may result in loss of valuable rights the week-end with H. P. Long and wife.
1247 Roscoe C Carpenter, Orland.
greenhouses has been eliminated en- Is wrafted the
shed."
fragrance
they
and
K.
1267 Joseph Dennett, Castlne.
privileges and immediate induction
May 27.
tirely; also the rate for steam boilers for
“And so lbe Ked Crons stands and gathers
into military service.
1272 Loring N Young, N Brooksville.
bouse beating.
work
the
of
lore, pity, compassion,
willing 1273 James N Sheehan,
MBTKR RATIW. /
WORK OR FIGHT.
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
Bucksport.
hand#, all generous impulses, snd in its 1275 Leland B
Hopkins, Trenton.
man of draft age must work or
Practically an entirely new set of rates hands
Evtwy
not
into
hut
they ebaoge,
flowers,
1287 Charles H Grant, Stonington.
for meter service has been introduced, as
fight after July 1, under a drastic amendFollowing are retail prices in Ellsworth
into hospitals, ambulances, men ready to 1293
Clyde M Smith, Sunset.
follows:
ment to the selective service regulations to-day:
risk their lives in works ot mercy, women
1298 Everett S Torrey, Southwest Harbor. announced
Por domestic uses-From 1 to 300 cubic
Thursday by Provost General
COUNTRY PRODUCE.
with red crosses on their arms and holy 1303 Wendell P
Varnum, Penobscot.
Crowder. Not only idlers, but all draft
tMt, 50 cents per 100 cubic feet per month;
45 950
in their
works of
Dairy batter, to.
I be order ol the
with
|g accordance
commission of Maine, the
Potilic Utilities
Harbor A Union River Power Co. hae

In Effect

A. Goode'l.

to9 p. m. Dr. L W.
of the local board, wIIHm in

WEDNESDAY—DRAFT NEWS.

WEST SEDGWICK.

county

Clj'de Gray is bonne from Bath.
Mrs. Lucy Gray is employed by

Ellsworth.
Bar Harbor.
Sullivan.
Deer Isle.
Buck sport.
The registration hours

DEVENS YESTERDAY.
SEVEN

matter in

no

they reside:

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite
Monuments, Tablets

and Marble

^tatcBiUmsI Sato*.

and Markers

E.laworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPRCIALTY MADE OP

When the mail-order house finds a
town whose local merchants do not advertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
lest.

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
general Clerical work.

AKeniUnloo Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of portend, (or
turulsblng Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter supplied
Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, Ms.

flbbtrtwtnunt*.

CO J VTY

NEWS

an

entirely

development,

new

Power Co., owing to the class of
customers it serves, is practically required to develop more
than the amount of PRIMARY
power available as a safeguard

May 2

an

editorial in

a

power at Rumford Falls at a
cost of more than one million
dollars, said:

“This is

a remarkable achieveIt indicates that the cost
per unit of recent hydraulic
power is less than $80.00. Now
note the average high charges
of electric lighting and power

against accidents, thereby reducing the cost per horse power
installed, as against the power
earning revenue, in proportion to
the excess

Capt. E. K. Bragdon,
Florida

example,

the

great

Aziscohos Dam cost one million

dollars and the amount of power

CAL

high as it pleases we shall
surely find that the present unregulated and probably illegal

• 131.00 per horse power.

is

power
making oceans of money, as
should be expected when one is
allowed to charge as high as he
chooses.

oped

EQUIPMENT

is

still

j

Fanny Leigbton

Mrs.

of tbe safe arrival

in

sons

power. Why should not
issue be met in a fair spirit?

the

The writer of the article quoted must know that it costs large
sums of money to transmit electric. current from its source to
the place of use; that it requires
pole lir.es, transformers, service
lines, meters, etc. That the distribution to the customeis is one
of the largest items of cost and
also maintenance; that there is
also a loss of power between the
point of generation and the meter of the consumer; thst the labor cost is largely chargeable to
the distribution system.

Why

does

the

writer of

making

the

statements

charging persons who are developing electric power and trying
to meet the needs of the public
with illegally over-charging the
public, why not investigate what

a i«ower factor means,
what the
difference is between primary
and secondary which these people who develop water powers
have to inform themselves before they can embark on the

home

has received

France of

in

went

word

over

some

from

place

this

attended

the

John Tracy of West Gouldsboro at tbe Union church, East Sullivan,
Wednesday. Mr. Tracy passed nearly
ill bis life at bis home on Tracy’s Point,
Ashville, which he sold slew years ago
to Mr. Ogden of New York, who transferred tbe property to William Schieffelin.
Mr. Tracy was a highly-respected citizen,
and
will be greatly missed by his old
of

neighbors.

friends and
Memorial

morning

services

at

were

chapel

the

held

able

in

course

tbe other

this

delivered

of which be

boys in
place—Mr. and

mentioned
'rom

in

address, in tbe

Sunday

on

Sgt. Ralph
France of bloodfor

Robertson,
poisoning. Rev. George Sparks
who died

tbe service
Mrs.

rburch

prettily

mss

decorated

flags. A
arge pillow
gathered
>y the school children sod arranged by
Mrs. Estelia Robbins, was among tbe
many floral tributes. There were music
>y the choir, and a solo by Wilton Hanna,
rbe church mas crowded, many coming
*
rom all the surrounding towns.

May

27.

Mm.

Hutchins lost

Abbie

Mr. Davis, formerly pastor here,
Orrington, who was here Friday,
purchased a horse of Homer Lowell, and
returned Saturday.
No minister has been appointed by the
Methodist
conference to this charge,
Fbich ha* been regularly supplied for
nore
than fifty years. There are too

Piper Corupeny,
Androscoggin Electric Company,
Hill Manufacturing Company,
Lewiaton Bleaehery A Dye Works,
Pepperell Manufacluring Comp ny
Bate# Manufacturing Company,
Edwerdi Manufacuring Company.

fand

of

ences

on

•ontrolled,

the wood lot

some

and

he ember*

brush

wa*

Roy

of
not

|

Bill-

are more

than making good in this time
of stress.

They
age

are

setting

new

standards

of

continuous

service—effecting

greater

economy by reducing tire
cost per mile.
There is a United States Tire
for every car—passenger or
commercial—and every condition of motoring.
The nearest United States
Sales and Service Depot dealer
will cheerfully aid you in
fitting the right tire to your
needs.

United States Tires
are Good Tires
ftlMi

Friday the wind fanned

into

Ham# which

a

rapidly

over

NEW PERFECTION
roJIS^^STOVES

CBAN8BBBRY ISLES.
Oscar

Crantz

Monday

left

for

the

HI-1

lervice.

Vida Joy is spending two weeks i
isles ford.

Mra.
it

Mrs. Charles
land last week.

Gott returned from Port- ?

Charles Hulbert and
ire

Henry

guests at

Walter
Rockland
Mr.
af

family

of

Franklin I

Bunker’s.

Stanley will leave Friday for
navigation school.

Harding, who has been tbe guest;

Mrs.

Del he

Harding,

left

For camp.

Monday j

Roy Bulger and little daughter j
visiting her mother, Mrs. Jade, |

Mrs.

Hope

are

in Ellsworth.

Mrs. Fred Bracy and daughter Florence
returned from Boston where they
ipent the winter
Nine of tbe Mother’s club members
mended the
meeting of tbe Island
Federation at
Bernard Saturday, and
save

report

mile-

records-establishing new

properly

adjoining lots of J. M. Hutchns and George 1. Soper, burning thirty
•ords of pulp wood and many lengths of
cnee, besides doing much damage to
itanding wood and threatening the deduction of Mr. Soper s buildings.
A
arge crew soon gathered and saved lhe
buildings. The buildings of J. G. Leach
several
but
‘aught fire in
places,
*ere saved.
A night crew was put on
md finally got the fire under control.
H.
May 27.
pread

mileage.

\‘9ssi

denominations with viinor differhighest spiritual efficiency.

A fire set

extreme

United States Tires

for the

a

fine

Rooney.
JLAMOINE.

Mrs. A.

J. Gibson of Waltham, Maas.,

is here for tbe

summer.

C. A.

and wife have arrived

W. K. Salisbury appreciates the timely
which bis friends recently gave him

help

in bis

J

meeting.

May 27.

planting.

CaasteC. King is ill of brqpchiai
pneumonia. Her daughter, Mra. Marcia
Chamberlain, is expected to-morrow.

Walter Wert

Androscoggin Mills,

As the largest rubber manufacturer in the world, it is
our duty to supply
you with
tires of unfailing reliability

Rev.

nany

a

every

Service and economy are
your only considerations.
Our responsibility goes
hand in hand with yours.

There wa« a dance at the hail Wedne*lay night. Whitney’s orchestra of Verona

low

on

Utmost service is demanded
—the highest usefulness of
yourself and your car.

valuable

a

responsibility

motorist.

last week

Miss Mildred Smith,
youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson
Smith, and

for

Paper Company,

new

PdtZBX

with her.

Wm. M. Pennell, Publicity Agent

Union Water Power Company.
Union Electric Power Company,
Androaooggm Reservoir Company,
at. Croix Paper Company,
Central Maine Power Company,

National necessity has put

mith

green, flowers and
of violets which were

Doughs of

Responsibility—

Yours and Ours

Mr. and Mrs. Reuel Johnson,one son; Mr.
ind Mr*. Fred Orcutt, one son. The

Mrs.

Great Northern

War-Time

John

rracy, one son; Harold Whalen, nowin
Prance; Mrs. Fanny Leigbton,three sons;

development costing millions

Internstionsl

8.

27.

second

a

Reynolds
Cambridge, Mass., for the season.
Mrs. Jennie King has opened her home.
Her daughter, Mrs. Morns
Hodgkins, is

of dollars on the amount of information possessed on this subject as shown by the editorial
cited?

Ram ford Falla Power Company,
Oxford Piper Company,

May

last

from

this paper Quoted above
willing to commit the people of
the State of Maine to undertake

(Signed)

and Roy Stewart, who
here, have bought Perry’s

flab stand at Har Harbor.

in

Is

enterprise.

a

fish stand

Leighton has three
service, the oldest, Harold,

the

Several

the

fact that
power that is sold on a constant
basis of twenty-four hours in the
day and on 312 or 305 days in the
year, is a very different matter
from power that is sold to a
householder for lighting purposes or to a user of a motor
for a few hours a day. and where
the amount used is but a small
fraction of what the service corporation is obliged to be ready
to furnish at any time?
Before

a

being in training in Alabama.

ngs to burn

Again the impression is given
that because power ruay be generated comparatively cheap at
one
point the consumer is
paying an exorbitant price for
lighting his house or for use of

editorial dodge

Robert Davis

Miss Margaret Bain has arrived from
New York to open tbe Schieffelin cottage.
Mrs. Schieffelin will arrive on June 11,
but some of the family will come as early
as June 1.

ilayed.

an

born

week.

power in Maine is not less than
•150 00. exclusive of the cost of
transmission and distribution.

monopoly right to fix its prices

trust

arrived

spring,

was

during the

Massachusetts

winter and

»orse

As

who has been

son

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

companies selling to the people
and of the Haines Futility Court
rate regulating upward. Under

water

and

developed.

available at that dam if develfor power purposes is stated to be 7600 horse power, so
that the cost without FLUMES,
HEAD GATES, or ELECTRI-

Maine

have

A statement that cannot successfully lie controverted is that
the average cost per water horse

ment.

as

weeks here.

Elliott Sperry of Bangor was In town
Sunday to attend tbe memorial services of
his brother, Sgt. Ralph Robertson.

funeral

the development at Rumford
Fails presents other phases of
the question which enter into
the cost of development. For
example, the Rumford Falls

On

services of bis cousin,

June 11.

from which to make a comparison, for at Rumford Falls there
is a water fall of one hundred
feet and at Rumford Falls the
cost of development is cheaper

not warranted in assuming that
it was but a little above that
sum.
Rut on the basis stated

paper advocating State owner,
ship in referring to the development of 18.000 additional horse

Robertson of Y’snceboro was in
town on Sunday to attend the memorial

on

son, Curtis. Orman
Mrs.
months ago.

moreover, the cost was MORE
THAN ONE MILLION' DOLLARS, how much more was not
stated and the paper quoted was

.- —

A

Alton

which made the cost lower than
it would otherwise have been,
and in the second place the cost
of development at
Rumford
Fails is not a fair illustration

than is any oth-r power development east of the Mississippi
River, excepting at Niagara;

R. H.

27.

to Mr. and Mrs. Hoy
Stewart May ».
Mra. John Sheebee and four children of
Jonesport are visiting here.
Mr. and Mra. E. R. Noyes and three
children of Camden are spending a few

society

maintain their position on the
Water Power question?
In the first place the development at Rumford Fails was not

May

UOKEA.

Miss Ada Bartlett, who has been visiting in East Dixroont, is bums.
The Riverview Local Union will meet
Christian Endeavor
with tbe Ashville

Is it necessaiy for the advocates of the development of water powers by the State to make
sweeping statements which are
in a large measure untrue and
clearly misleading in order to

|

cemetery.

Mrs. E. A. Hanna recently visited her
sister, Miss Pink bam, in Bangor.

WATER POWERS
IN MAINE

will be

at tbe cl

corporation
ASHYTLLK.

bald in tbe afterarch, to be followed by a
meeting of tbe Forest Hill

proclamation,
noon

were

Friday, May 24, by

married in

Ellsworth,

J. W. Tickle. The
bride and groom -*re both
popular young
people of this town. The best wishes of
their many friends are extended.
Rev.

A memorial service, with an address
by
Rev. Mr. McLain of Bar Harbor, will be
held Thursday forenoon at 10
o'clock, at
tbe grange ball.
A special service for
prayer, in accordance with the President’s

Save Coal for
the Nation’s Needs
If you use a New Perfection Oil Cook Stove you
coal to the nation—and gain gas-stove comfort

can

give

But the New Perfection is the only oil cook stove that
real gas-stove comfort with kerosene.
Its Long
ue Chimney alone insures dean, intense,
instantaneous
heat (free from soot and odor) for every cooking need.
3,000.000 now in use.
Made in I, 2, 3 and 4-bumer sizes, with or without
*•“"«* *°P- Also 4-bumer stove with cabinet and heat-

Svee

retaining

oven

complete.

SoXD-NV Knortw and the New Perfection mean cieaa,
ical ready heat —freedom from cooi hods and ash pane.
Uw So.CO-NY Kerosene—economical, convenient.
<

econom-

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

Aik your dealer about tbe
New Perfection ICcroeene
Water Heater* and regular
New Perfection ueone—

Itga. Xcitoa
—

""

a&brrttorttunta,
w-^

uw^

in (Ithur of tbu
„,*,«• mlcreeteC
P**
named:

feill

.i.,«iier

^JKEfe £«*«

held

at

HTATE

Kllsworth. In and

*"*,,.».MOf

RESPECTFULLY

be |lm
*«••“•* wwoi
°rd*rlo.?*
wrrkr .OOCMlT.lj III tht
throe
0,.,p.r, pnbllnbod
• irLorlh m “Id county, that they muy

A*

b,
<*' „■ r.d

,l,Mibcd 'hr"c,u

Reynolds

Kilna. d

of thr clock lo the forenoon, and
thereon If they au* cant®.
Freeman Betnlch. lal* of Trentou.
A certain loatrndeceaned.
»
lo be lh« l“l will and roa.a
(teceaeed, logrth.r wlib
■"‘-Kit* thereof nod for the nppolnlmeot
n ftemick, admintst'Otor with the
printed by Helen Remlck,
deceaawd. The eaeculrtg named
win baring declined tbe truet.
"
of Bar Harbor, In
_h E talUbnty. Inle
deceased- Pettilou tbat Mar.ton
or aome oiber anttabla per.on be
administrator of the estate or .aid
without gleing bond, preuwnle.1 by
B Ball.bnry. Ibe bunbaod of aaid
t.o

-.11

petition

0,,i inoei'ed.
*K“„f il.l

Ad

A)«nly
rLihTbury
hooted
gJ^Lt

JJJJJ,,,

Mawd-

Manchester, late of Mount Desert,
tbat Dawother nnitable
Manchester
b- appointed administrator of the es
Mid deceased, without giving bond,
br I-awrence M. Manchester, son
of said deceased.
tfBiir A McKenney, »ate of Medford. Masaadeceased. Petition that William A.
other soluble person be
ucKsnpev or some
administrator of the eeUte of said
without giving bond, presented by
A McKenney, husband of said deji-

_

u

Petition
,.?Uco«it>,deceased.
>p
or some
u

JSXii
waoinW
ffjSfgMt
jjlUlj

gflsostine O. Parker, late of Brookitn. in
Petition that Harold
otb« r sulla le person he
d foarrs or some
■nisifd adminietmter of the estate of aeid
presented by Abbie D. Allen, a sispr of »si*l deceased.
garths W liooglns, late of Bucksport. in
Mid eoasty. deceased. Petition that H. Rufus
or some other suitable person be apadministrator of tbe estate of said depresented by H. Kufos Doogios, son
deceased.
Saacr M. Dutton, late of Kllsworth. In said
Petition that Alice K
<M8tr deceased
some other soluble person he ap*
of tbe estate of said
administrator
Mtted
witnoot giving bond, presented by
a lister ana heir at law of
BOreely,
iites
wsceased
Clarence K. McBride, late of Mount Desert,
deceased. Petition tbat Albert
ii sa»d county,
McBride or some other suitable person be
of thv csUte of aaid
administrator
aareioted
—4 without
giving bond, presented by
^Srrt K McBride, brother ami heir-at-law

..frL«ats. deceased.
■

g£*d.
MgUd
fied.
gflud'

Oftely'or
Sceesed.

—

grrix W. Carter, late of Blltwortb. In aaid
that tiny L
Petition
«e*Btv. deceased.
(kitrr or an me other suitable person heap
Mtated administrator of the estate of aaid
without giving bond, presented by
Carter, the widow of aaid de*
l0hrrtlf a
<aa*e<l
Buffe M Havey. late of Kuiltvan. in said
IHMty, deceased. Kir at aorl Anal account of
Havey. administrator, Bled for
Asdrte P
•Ktlteirtil.
jjfcios K. Kolas, late of the city, county
ud state of New York, deceased. Petition
fed h» Harry L. Crabtree, adwinia? ra'or
eitktbe will annexed of the estate of aaid dettsanl. that tbe amount of the inheritance
ur as a* id estate be deter aim* d by the Judge
<f Probate.
Georg* O. Johnson, lale of Mount Desert, in
Petition tiled
Slid county, deceased.
by
Prssx A Johnson, executor of the last will
aaid deceased, that the
sad test*menl of
aaosatof the inheritance tax on said estate
hr determined by the Judge of Probate
Bimer R. rtmailidge. lale of Mount Desert,
ism:4 county. deceased. Petition tiled by H.
Uaine Hiasisidge, adinluistratrtx of the estate
♦! «aid deceased, that the amount of the Inbent a nee tai on acid estate be determined Wy
tie Judge of Probate.
Sarah M. Eaton. late of Brooklin. in aaid
Petition tiled by Ethel M.
cosaty. deceased
£au>:-. executrix of tue last will and testa
wot of acid decease d, that the amount of the
tabartiaac* tax <>u sal t estate be determined
Ij the Judge of Probate.
Wuaesa hr.K f'K % > D K. I'UUK, Judge of
Atd Iona
at
KHeworth, this seventh
fay of May. in the year of our I>ord
oav tbooaaud nine hundred and eight, cn.
iur» K. Ifi-Lua, Acting {legist* r.
A true copy
Attest. -Class K McucK. Acting Register.

J«aMed

Dated this first

purporting to be
and testament of
of LAWRENCE,
taw.e
o tot.
O# K-iiKX. and common*
wealth o? M irtHAC HUKSrTd.
4»^es*e.l *nd ul the probate thereof in said
e*
»f
ysasaebuaetta.
duly
arbenticst d bavng been presented to ibe|4<‘ of p'tj .i* for «>ur said county of Hao
«stt *or
p urpose of being allowed. Bled
probate court of our said
**«■’»
Mincbcki and for letters of ad•«ol»tr* .on with tbe will annexed to Issue to
beurge M :L«n«t of Uwrtoce. Massnebuset 1s
Ortj*r»d. that notice thereof be given to all
Krvoss ti tc rrsled therein, by pubiishiDg a
°»Py of this order three weeks successively
*• *W Eli-worth American, a newspaper
pnaied at Klisworth. in said,county of Han*
<«a.prior to the fonrtn day of June, a. d
®W.tbai they may appear at a probate court
Wet to b':q. id at Ellsworth, in and for said
co,oty of Usncock, at ten o'clock in the forea-.d -bos cause.
If any they have,
M»ixat th* same.
■UTtttND li. CI.AKK. Judge of Probate.
A tie«
copy.
Attest:— lAmA K Mpllam. Acting Register.

prior

*.

jlitWot

i
!
I

JJf

That notice thereof be given to
interested therein, by publishing
“us order three weeks successively
EHsworth A met lean, a uewspaper
fostsd b, Ellsworth, in sa»d county of Han*
the
fourth day of June.
4 f’P^ior to
they may appear at a probate
lhen
to
be
Ellsworth, in and for
held
at
aw
oouaur of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
an<1 show cause, if any they have,
,h* same.
WHand K. CLARK. Judge of Probate.
01

Augusta

FOR STATB SENATOR.

(Two

to

6e nominated.)

ArtburB Holt......
Oouldsboro
Albert K McBride...Mount Desert
Willis A Ricker.C'astine

i

j

FOB COUNTY ATTORNEY.

William E

Whiting....Ellsworth
FOR CLERK OF COURTS.

Timothy F Mahoney.Ellsworth
FOR JUDOS OF PROBATB.

Bertrand

E^Clark...Bar

Harbor

POB REGISTER OF DEED*.

William O

Emery.8ollivRn

W

Wescott.Blaeblll
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

Winfield 8

Treworgy.- 8urry
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.

The seven representative classes in Hancock county, by number, are as follows:
Class 1—Bar Harbor.
Class 2—Bucksport,
and Verona.

Class 8—Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora, Amand
herst,
Otis, Mariaville, Waltham,
Plantations 8, 10, 21, 28, 33.
Class 4— Btonington, Deer Isle, Sedgwick.
Island, Hog Island, Butter Island,
Bear Island, Pumpkin Island and Long
Island plantation.
Class 5—Gonldsboro, Sullivan, Franklin.
Hancock, Winter Harbor, Sorrento, Eastbrook, and Townships 7 and 9.
Class 6—Bluebill, Surry, Brooklin, Penoband Brookeville.

scot

Class 7.

George A Phillips.Bar Harbor
(

lass 2.

Wiley C Canary.^Bucksport
Class 8.
Fred L Mason.Ellsworth
Class 4.
Zenas B Conley .Stonington
(lass d.
Boyd A Blaisdell.Franklin
Ivory H Foss.Hancock
Class 6.
Fred L Cole.Brookiin
Lincoln H Sibley.Blaehill
Class 7.
George A Savage.Mt Desert

Class 7—Mount Desert, Tremont, Southwest
Harbor, Swan's
Island, Cranberry
Isles, Lamoine, Mt. Desert Bock aud Marshall
Lland.

FALLS, HANCOCK.

THE

Miss Linnie Moon is

home from Boston

and is working for Myra Moon.
Jarvis Gatcomb and Ross Springer have
gone to Washington Junction to work.
Mrs.

Elmer Brenton and

Brenton

of

Bar Harbor

grandmother,
the

Mr.

Newbert.Augusta

Edward Chase.Baring
POR GOVERNOR.

Mrs.

Bunker

Archie

on

are

re-

the birth of

parlor

for the

a

present.

Hall, Percy Hooper and Delmar
Robertson returned to Waterviile SaturZemro

day, after a few days here.
May 27.

The schools open this morning, after
vacation of one week.

T. S. Knights of Tufts college, Mass.,
a few days.
Brooksville high school ball team played
at Deer Isle Saturday. Deer Isle won;
is here for

Oapt. Jay Piper and Herbert L. Hutchinson, who are taking a training course
at the U. 8. navigation school at Rockland, were at home for the week-end.
C.
May 20.
WEST

H.
Mr. and

Mrs.

Miss

are

Margaret

Clifford Woodard and w ife were weekend guests of E. N. Williams and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Leach have a cabin nearly
finished. At present they have rooms at

Emery’s.

a

to this

lovely place

to

and receive

rest

daughter Gladys, who
is io Simmons college for her last term,
came to see her, and Miss Ida Garland,
with

K. Springer of Dexter

few

days.

Linscott, who has been
very ill, is gaining slowly.
Mrs. David Farnsworth, who has been
ill two weeks, is still unable to be out.
Howard

Miss I.eta Tracy and Miss Marguerite
spent the week-end in Ellsworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Butterfield left
Monday for Southwest Harbor, for the

summer.

M. M. M.

little place Sunday

Her

her friends.

who has

a

HANCOCK.

May 27.

came

night in the death of Mrs. Ella Garland.
home here last fall in
She left her
pursuit of health, but without avail. She
where at the
had returned to Bangor,
Maine general
Eastern
hospital she
found

in town for

Mrs.

Pond dam.
Sadness

Mrs. W.

Graves

The rear of drive is on quick water below upper Bog dam, Buffalo stream, and
the front is at Birch point below Great

been w’ith

her many years, was
She was a lovely

her at the last.

woman, and will

long

be

remembered.

AURORA.
H.

T. Silsby recently visited his daugh-

ters in Brewer.
Doris
of

Mace,

who has

been attending U.

M., is at home.

Carroll Mace of Boston recently visited
brother, A. R. Mace.
James Richardsoq and wife, who have
spent the winter with their son aDd

his

daughter at Franklin, N. H.,
May 20.

are

home.

SbOcrtiacmmta

Phyllis

with

Kief,

their
for

Gifford of Brewer conSunday and organ-

Officers: Supera Sunday school.
intendent, Mrs. Jarvis Gatcomb; assistant
superintendent, Mrs. Bert Moon; secretary, Mrs. Frank Goodwin; treasurer,

Colds are contracted when strength is lowered and the
inflammation easily develops bronchitis or lung trouble, while
grippe and pneumonia frequently follow and any cold should
have immediate treatment with

Springer.

Mrs. Ross

May 27.

G.

MT.

Day.Richmond

(TM>o Io be nomtwaled.7
Joseph C Harman. Stonington
Carrol J Dunn.Gouldsboro
FOE COUNTY ATTONNEY.

William U Blaisdell.Sullivan

Frank Jellison, Ellery Jellison, wife
and son, who have been visiting at W. W.
Jellison’s, have returned to Calais.

A

C.

May 21.

FOR CLERK OF COURTS.

John

DESERT FERRY.

Augustus Carter is the champion lamb
raiser, having a lamb ten weeks old which
weighs thirty-five pounds.

FOR STATE SENATORS.

Stnart.Ellsworth
FOR JUDGE OF FROBATB.

No nomination filed

Itching, bleeding, protruding or blind
have yielded to Doan's Ointment. 60c
drug stores.—Add.

Save Fuel

pile#
at

all

which first builds up the forces by carrying rich nourishment
to the blood streams and creates real body warmth.
jBnjL Its cod liver oil is the favorite of physicians for correcting

IjCT
Win
111 (I

bronchial disorders and chest troubles.

The Imported Norwegian cod liver oil always used in Scott*• Emalmion Is now
refined in our own American laboratories which guarantees it free from imparities.
*7-49
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J.

Wisely

fuel is working hand in hand with the Government these
And one way to save wisely and well is to use SO-CO-NY
It means minimum consumption and
_the quality gasoline.

Saving
days.

maximum power.

Inferior,

low-grade

mixtures

mean waste

in the

lost power and excessive carbon
There’s power in every drop of SO-CO-NY.

consumption,

starting; reliable; obtainable everywhere.
Look

for

the Red, White and Blue SO-CO-NY

Sign.

form of increased

deposits.
It’s clean,

It’s the wise way

quick

to sore

fuel

Fuel-saving Here
Means Life-saving There
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

!

I

i
i

..

rtTATK OF MAINE.
Horasaa Judicial Count.
April Te'Ul. A. D. !91H.
libel, ordered: That
Upon the foregoing
the libellant give notice to the said 1:belle® to
of o«r supreme
the
before
justice
appear
at
Ellsworth.
Judicial court, to be bolden
within and for the county of Hancock, ou the
d. 1918, by puba.
October
of
second Tuesday
this
lishlug an attested copy of said libel and
order thereon, three wreks successively in the
Ellsworth American, » newspaper printed in
Ellsworth, in our county of Hancock, the last
publication to oe thirty days at Iraat prior
to the second Tuesday of October next, that
she may there aud then in our said court appear and answer to said libel
r. F. Mahonky,
Clerk of the Sup. Jud Coart.
A true copy of the libel, officer’s return and
order of court thereon.
Attest:—T. F. Maiiohbt, Clerk.
Hancock

u

t-J*;1*18-that
le*^000'

Jr**1

Ct*aA E. Mclus,
t

Actiug Register

NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.

VyHKRKAB
**# of

Th.Blu. I. BiDcl.ir, of the
Sullivan. Hancock county,
I touT b,r
mortgage deed, dated January
lt4.aDa recorded in Hancock County,
of deeds, book 4«7, page 271,
#r n*.
,l° me*lbe undersigned, a certain lot
SaluIl0* of JAnd situated in that part of
known as
East
.Sullivan, and
bon
*°d described a* follows, to wit:
on
the north by land of Jessee
°® lh® ®set
by the Flanders Millsouth by land of John Bean
*od
°k°
Saunders, and on the west by
le*ding to Jeseee White’s, and
'Nirty-five acres more or less(tt).
a*. w*“*r*As the condition of said mortgage
tore k-. brok®“ and is broken, now. therer*V?n tltt® breach of the condition
#®d H*’.1.• loreclosursof said mortgage
this notice for that
purpose.
Hasvkv W. Di’xhas.
Attorney, K. N. Benson.
Sl4y I IBlg

g4[

cos‘At’rj*totry
Wbi??.
*tr4L’*’.

tsd»v?

r^d

toer’eu?

a
.a

ni9rchant toko does WOf advertieein
,®««ow makes it more profitable for

»*od.adwt,„.

To all persons interested in either of the estates beret uafie« name!:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth. in And
for the county of Hancock, on the eighteenth day of May. in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred aud eighteen.
In vacation.
following matters hsvtng beeu presented for the sc'ion thereupon hereinThat
after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
notice thereof be given to all person interested, by causing a copy of thia order to b«
published three we ak» successively in thi
Ellsworth American,
newapaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
Ellsappear at a probate coa>t to be held at
eleventh
on
the
day of June, a
worth.
d. 1918. at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see cause.
William H. V. Robertson, late of Bar HarPetition that
bor, in said county, deceaaed.
Charles L. Mo rang or some other •uitabl*
of th«
person be appointed administrator
estate of said deceased, presented by Ella ».
deceased.
said
of
Robertson, widow
Blanche B. Robinson, late of the city,
deceased
connty and state of New York,
First and finsl account of Boyd Bartlett, administrator, filed for settlement.
Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge ol
said Court at Rllsworth. this eighteenth
of our U>rd one
day of May. in the year
thousand nine hundred and eighteen.

THE

Clan a E. Mullah.
At tesf: —<?la a a

Acting Register.

E. Mullah,

^

The CORRECT TREATMENT FOR COLDS

ized

Bertrand G Mclntlre.Waterford

are

GREAT POND.

Mrs.

ia

score, 4 3.

The Golden Rule society will meet at
Goodwin’s ice-cream
Mrs. William P.

ducted services here

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

and

ceiving congratulations
a daughter.

summer.

Rev. Charles H.

DEMOCRAT.
FOE UNITED STATES SENATOR.

Elmer E

Orland, Castine, Ded-

ham

Horace F Wescott.Ellsworth
FOR KBPRRSBNTATIVBE.

L. H.
Hooper, Hollis Watson and
Walter Orr left Monday for Camp Devens.

THE REPRESENTATIVE CLASSES.

Eagle

FOR SBBRIFF.

Ward

<

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Roberston spent
the week-end in Franklin.

Professor Franklin Kent of Boston
here for a few days.

ss.
February 28.1918.
Personally appeared the above uamed
Flora A- Davis, and made oath that the above
libel by her subscribed was true
Bel ore me.
pRKSTOH B. (. Hl'KCHI LL,
Notary Public.
commission
expires March, 1920.
My
(Beal)
_

•ftUvn
S
A CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
*

,^4ered.

Roy L Ward well.

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
is visit-

here.

Surrot.K

H*»c*h-k ns.— At « probate court held at
BUtworth, *® sod lor said county of Hancock.
«•!»• seventh day of May. In the year of
one thousand nine hundred and
*V

Is« is*
»k

FOR STATB AUDITOR.

ill!

Abel of New York

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

OF MAINE.

rtwd

FOB OOVBBNOB.

Class 1
H L Graham.Bar Harbor
Class 2
Joshua E Gross.
Orland
Class I
George E Davis.Ellsworth
Daniel E Harley.Ellsworth
Class 4
Allston M Hatch.Stonington
Class o
No nomination filed
Class 6
Charles A Snow.
Blnebill
Class 7
William 8 Holmes.Mt. Desert

MAINE,

llasscocg as.
To tbs Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be held at Kllaworth. within and for the said county of
Hancock on the fourth Tuesday of April,
a d. 1918
17ILORA A. DAVIS. of Bucksport, in aaid
1
county, wife of William J. Davis, respecttu'ly represents that she was lawfully
married to the said William J. Davison January 19. 1904. bv the Rev Mr Garland, of Hampden. Maine. That your libellant has resided
in thia .state. iu good faith, for one year
to the commencement of these proceedings.
That the said libeller has been guilty of
extreme cruelty towards your libellant, aud
of cruet and abusive treatment, and beiegof
sufficient ability, or being able to labor and
provide for her. grossly or wantonly and
cruelly rvfasrs or neglect* to provide suitable
maintenance for her; that on or about Beptemtier 1ft. 1914. the said William J Davis utterly
deserted your libellant without cause and
went to parts unknown to her, since which
time sh** has never seen or beard from hun;
that said utter desertion has continued for
three consecutive years next prior to the filing of this lioel; that ala residence is unknown to tour libellant and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore she prays that she may be
granted a decree of divorce.
Dated February 90, 1918Flora A. Davis.

instrument
f the las- will
co. y
{
LlMDftlY, late

|r

Or

....Ellsworth

RKPRKSNTATIVBS

George

Services were held at the home of her only
sister, Mrs. Ezra Williams. Rev. L. S.
Williams officiated.
E.
May 24.

FOE STATE AUDITOR.

—

STATE

FOR

Mrs.

ing

Edward F Small.....Ellsworth

Carl E Milliken.Island Palls

Charles B

CERTAIN

copy of the last will and testament of
B. BROWN, late of W EST ORANGE,
to the
of
ESSEX. and slate
county
Of NEW JERSEY.
****»*d. sod of the probate thereof in said
01
New Jersey, duly authenticated.
been presented to the Judtte of proour said county of Hancock for the
^wior
***■ o* being allowed, filed and recorded
probate court of our said couoty of
i J”10* sad for letters tMUioemary to
wto Wnilam Ad*mi Brown. James Crosby
sod Thatcher Magoun Brown, the
£r?it>r% named in said will, without giving
bo°d being required by the terras

day of

FOR COUNTY TREASURER.

BBPRRSBNTATIVB TO COBORK.4S.
.....

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Mrs. O. U. Newman is quite

Byron H Mayo.Southwest Harbor

FOR VN 1TKI> HTATBf SENATOR.

ROE

Gerry.....Bar Harbor
FOE COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

Bert M Fernald...Poland

Jobr A Peters

COUNTY NEWS

FOR SHERIFF.

Fred H

REPUBLICAN.

Frank 8 <’au~
May. a. d. 1218.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock s«
At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, iu and for said county of Hancock,
on the fourteenth day of May. in the year of
our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eighteen.
On the foregoing petition ordered, that notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of said petition and
this order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in the Kllaworth American, a newspaper published at Kllaworth. in
satd county, the first
publication to be at least
thirty da/a prior to the hearing thereon, that
the/ may appear at a probate coart to be held
for
said
in
and
at Eli s worm,
county,
on
the second
day of July, a. d. 1918.
and
In
the
forenoon,
at
ten
o'clock
•how cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of the petitioners should uot be granted.
BERTRAND E. CLARK. Jndga of Probate.
A true c ipy
Attest:— Class E. Mcllax. Acting Register

AXXIK

'TATE

Mat of Those Who Will be
Voted Kor in June.
Below is s complete list of republican
and democratic candidates for nomination
for national, State and county offices, who
will be voted for in Hancock county in
the primaries on Monday, June 20:

Middlesex,

wiinout lour

*fbt*es
a

of

Wherefore your petitioners pray that Edmond J. Walsh or some other suitable person
be authorised to sell said real es.ate at public
sale and distribute the proceed*, after paying
expenses, a mo g said heirs according to their
respective rights therein.
K. P. Hahkki.l,

HTATK UK MAINE.
Hcsco k »«
\t a probate court held at
tilMvort* in ai.d for said county of Hancock,
•a the « froth day of Mav, in the ye*r of
*r Lo'd
ik
thousand nine hundred ao.l

V

Somerville, county

Complete

Harry

JJJJItr-nt.lsw

BP*"

of

M* ••Ctiwsrtta, Ella M
Bennett of Presque
!•>•. county of A-oostook. Maine, Hiram
Haskell of Redlands, county of San Bernardino. California, Edward Haskell unknown. Robert Haskell of Brewer, county of
Penobscot. Maine, Ja es Haskell of California, Mrs. Mi ler Wrsy of Revere, county
of Suffolk, Massachusetts, Sarah Caspar of
Somerville, Massachusetts. Georgia McCartney of Weeks Mi la, county of Kennebec.
Maine, are the heirs at-law, living iu different states In the United States, of George
If
Haskell, deceased, who left real estate
Bn said county of Hancock, described as
follows:
First lot: Hltuated in Ellsworth, in said
of Hancock, to wit:
Beginning on ths
county
east side of Water street, at an Iron bolt, the
northwest corner of John Bunker's lot; thence
running northerly on tbe line of said street
two rods to an Iron bolt; thence easterly and
parallel to said Bunker's north line seven
rods and nine links to an iion bolt, being the
west line of
C. Jordan’s homestead lot;
thence atuth eighteen and one quarter degrees eatt on said Jordan's line two rods to
an iron bolt, being said Jordan’s southwest
corner, and the north line of John Bonker’e
lot: thence west rly on tbe said line of John
Honker's lot, seven rods and nine links to
the place of beginning, containing fourteen
and eighteen twenty fifths square rods.
.Second lot:
situated in said Ellsworth
aforesaid, to wit: Bounded on the west by a
lot of land now owned by the said George F.
Haskell, deceased; bounded on the north by
land of Hoses Himor; bounded ou tbe east by
Hancock street and bounded on tbe south by
Croea street. Being same described in ueed
from Holtts I. Higgins to George K Haskell,
deceased, dated August 10, a. <f IWS. and recorded iu Hancock county. Maine, registry of
deeds, In book tt&. page 157
Third lot
in
said Ellsworth
Situated
aforeeatd. to wit: A lot which Btephen Torry
mortgaged io Henry 8. Jones by deed dated
May 22, ias?; said mortgage was assigned to
Mow* Hale by George Farther, administrator
of Henry 8. Jones, Jane I. 18M, and ou the
third day of November, 186A. Moses Hale assigned the same to Lucinda J. Grindle and
recorded in the Hancock regia*ry of deeds,
vol. 132, page
Also a lot of land adjoining
the ahov" which Bnmner Ftfteld deeded to
Lucinda J. Grindle by deed dated April 23,
1M7. and recorded In said registry of deeds,
vol 128. page aw. Also a lot adjoining which
Hidnry I-1field deeded to Lucinda J. Orindie
oy deed dated January 8, 18HH. and recorded
in Hancock registry of deed*, vol. 130, page
431
Tbe said three lots, in this third lot. Join
and make one lot, and bounded seven end
one half rods on Jr os* street and four rods
on Franklin street. Being the same described
in deed from Lucinda J. Grindle to George F.
Haskell, deceased, dated May 13, a. d 187*’.. and
recorded in *aid registry of deeds in vol. IB,
page Mil. That the owners of said real estate
car not dispose of their separate interests

"“ward

®'“5*J,„nly.
Af?£>rtW
!255«nM

MAINE.

represent* R. F. Haskell.
of Lewiston, county of Androscoggin,
Maine, Frank 8. Call of Ellsworth, county off
Hsncock. Maine, that they and L. 8 Haskell
of Marry, county of Hancock. Maine, Ell Station of Mel rose, county of Middlesex. Mass*
chu setts. Cora L. Welch of Ellsworth, county
of Hancock. Maine, Lettie A. Higgins of Bar
Harbor, conn<y of Hancock. Maine, Mary C.

1 per.on. Inter-

court to bu held ui
M?^7t
nptobnwfourth
iff**'
d»y of June.
the

OP

To tNa Honorable, tbe Judge of tbe Probate
Court In and for the County of Hancock.

mi

a

FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS.

Weeks...Castine

Walter J

<•

the .e.eath
*’*C ?onmr Inof H.ooook.on
Lord
inn je»r of
M.,.
elghtMn
4Mi“u«nod nln. bnndrrd »nd beeu
hiring
ynmutter.
***. lowing action thereupon herein
for tbe
l tlSiStlnd, li In b.r.by ordered: That
lo

PRIMARY CANDIDATES.

**■

Acting Register

SO-CO-NY MOTOR OAllOLiME

abbrrturmmt*.

atrtJCTtiwmmt*.

AMERICAN FACES DEATH TO GET
OPPORTUNITY AS MANUFACTURER

Water Powers in

Story

Maine
As

of

futility

utilizing

the water powers of Maine to furnish heat and thus be able
to supplant coal, the following letter from Prof. Charles

C. Hutch’ns of Bowdoin

published

is

college

>

:

“BOWDOIN COLLEGE

Department
C.

Brunswick. Maine,
May 9,1918.

Physics

of

C. Hutchins

Wm. M. Pennell

Mr.

Portland, Maine,
Dear Sir:
As to the relative values of coal and electricity for heating
purposes, the simplest statement I can make, which can be understood by every body, is about as follows:

building to be heated by steam:—a good boiler
heating coils about ninety per cent, of the heat
energy contained in the coal.

Suppose

a

will furnish to the

If the

13

run a steam engine and dynamo
engine be of the moat efficient triple expansion

boiler be used to

same

the

provided

and

type, then some sixteen per cent, of the heat energy becomes
available as electricity. In other words, the cost of beating by
electricity would be at a minimum more than five times as great
that

as

of beating with

|

To this would have to be added the

steam.

increased cost of plant and operating expenses, and In
transmission to a distance, the further cost and line losses.

case

of

truly,

Yours very

!

C. Hutchins.”

C.

(Signed

Is further evidence needed to prove that the statements

to heat and

electricity

light

of

our

dwellings?
and

they ignorantly

If

tic statements,

pertaining

matters

wilfully promulgate these fantasto be accepted in other
great question?

their claims

art

this

to

all of Its rases
London.—With
from
rise*
of
meteoric
poverty
and humbleness to wealth and sucfurnishes
the
States
United
cess,
nothing more striking than that
of
A.
J.
Whitehead, president of
the Whitehead Aircraft company of
Kngland. but It should be stated that
Mr. Whitehead, though a Britisher
now. has American citizenship paper*
and got hit business training In San
Eranclsca
Unknown two years ago, Mr. Whitehead now ts one of the most prominent men tn Great Britain, and In Its
Industrial life Is easily one of the must
shining figure*. He started bis career
two and a
half years ago with no
asset tn the world except credit with
a small hotelkeci>er in a London suburb. Now he owna the biggest airplane factory In Great Britain and has
under his ownership 430 acres of factory buildings and airdromes. His first
pay roll was $33 n week, with borrowed money. His pay roll now Is $60,000 a week. He recently obtained permission fn»m the treasury department
of Kngland to Increase his capitalization by $3,000,000. and so complete was
the confidence of English Investors In
bis ability to “make good" that the
amount was
subscribed before the
bonds were Issued.
Airplane Yet in Infancy.
.Mr. Whitehead Is a far seeing man.
He says the airplane business, despite
Its magical development during war
time. Is Just in Its Infancy; that when
the war Is over there will be flying
machine services for mall and pasover
the
sengers and expresses all
world, and that where thousands of
machines are required now tens of
thousands will be needed after the
war.
He predicts that the airplane Industry will see the same wonderful
transformation that the automobile In

the advocates of State ownership of the Water Powers of
Maine are unsound when they tell the public that these
powers will furnish enough

dustry experienced

some

twenty years

back.

Wm. M, Pennell,

(Signed)

Furthermore. Mr. Whitehead says
that the day the war is over he will
start machines on a
flight to New
York, and he has no doubt that within
a short time he will have established,
in corporation wttll others, a regular
mail service tfotwnca the nttwpilll of
Europe and the metropolis of the

Publicity Agent

for
Romford Falls Power Company,

Androscoggin Mills,
Paper Company,
Androscoggin Electric Company,
Hill Manufacturing Company,
Lewiston Bleacbery <fc Dye Works,
Pepperell Manufacturing Company
Bates Manufacturing Company,
Edwards Manufacturing Company.

Paper Company,
(treat Northern Paper Company,
Union Water Power Company,

Oxford

International

Union Electric Power Company,
Androscoggin Reservoir Company,

Paper Company,
Maine Power Company,

St. Croix
Central

COUNTY NEWS !

been

for

raging

valiantly,

worked

week..

a

Men

western

have

dry

but owing to the

high winds, it has been alto check
the
fire.
impossible

weather and

SURRY.

most

Leon C. Lord is borne for

a

About 600

short visit.

or

700

H.
DEDHAM.

work.

Lester
Bar

Harbor

been

ill, is

Rev. E. L. Brown of

George

Clark

were

at home

a

visiting

is

her

Mrs. Bessie Billings and daughter
visiting her mother, Mrs. W. B. Dow.

are

Miss Lydia Smith of Rockland is making preparations to move into the house
formerly owned by MrB. Nellie Young.

graduation exercises of the high
school will be held in the grange hall Friday evening, May 31. A dance will follow.
Rev. E. 8. Gahan preached the
baccalaureate sermon Sunday evening in
church.
L.
EAST

LAMOINE.

/

Baugor was in town
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph White are at the
“Log Cabin.” The Merrill family will
H. R.

in the

Congrega-

30.
B.

_

hark

blue and a black hat with dovecolored wings.
Mrs. Stone is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank W. Fogg of East Bocksport.

The

on

Bangor will deliver

wedding of Interest to friends here
place in Bangor May 14, when Walter Guy Stone of Spring vale and Miss
Ethel Marcia Fogg of East Buck sport
mere married at the home of the officiating clergyman. Dr. David N. Beach. A
few relatives and friends were present.
The bride’s dress was of white^ crepe do
chine with bead trimming, and she carried
bridal roses. Her going-away suit was

Arbutus grange will work the third and
fourth degrees Saturday evening.

Baptist
May 28.

bis

A

mother, Mrs. Mannel Gaspar.

the

visiting

J. T. Black.

took

Gaspar

Roscoe

ia

Mrs.

FOGO-STONE WEDDING.

days recently.

Mrs.

Msy

May 27.

spending

is

days here.

Paul and
few

Bangor

Bangor

Mr. and

the memorial address
tional church

Mrs. A. C. Curtis of
few

Black of

grandparents,

improving.
a

burned

May 27.

Linwood Curtis has gone to Casco to

Eugene Conary returned to
Thursday.
George Phillips, who has

have been

acres

\

over.

Wesley Williams came home Saturday.
George E. Kane returned borne Monday.

Buzzell of

business

come soon.

|

formerly

of

Otis.

musical

Possessed

of marked

ability,
popular in social
and musical circles, having been a teacher
of
music
and
organist at the Dedham
;
j Congregational church the past eight
she is

I

years.

|

has also studied in

While a student at Maine Central
institute, she took a course in music, and

j formerly

Bangor. Mr. Stone,
Phillips-Andover

student at

a

! academy,
has been attending Bangor
theological seminary the past year, and
| was popular and active in student affairs.

Mrs. E. G. Deslsles, who have He has also acted as assistant pastor of
the Brewer Congregational church, and
spent tbe winter in Boston, are home. j
Mrs. Deslsles is very poorly.
| has been assistant scout master in Bangor,
Mr. and

Miss
West

Mildred

were

Smith

Walter
J. W.
present they
and

Friday by

married

Rev.

Tickle of Ellsworth. At
boarding with Mrs. Chester Boynton.

are

Memorial

services

were

held

at tbe

church Sunday.

Rev. S. W. Sutton gave
was
furnished by
Mrs. Shirley Holt,
Mrs. Herbert Davis
an

address.

Music

and the naval

reserve

band.
"

May 27.

N.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Miss Helen

M. Smith has arrived

home

Boston.

Mrs.

has returned

to

has

ever

pasture

worst

forest tires this town

had, started last Monday in the
of

hastened

and

came

cal! to

corps, in which be enlisted only oucwweek
before. Mr. Stone left Wednesday morning, Mrs. Stone

accompanying him as far
as Boston, returning to
spend the summer
with her parents.
May 27.
SPEC.

Sherman Joy is HI of diphtheria.
Paul Blaisdeil has gone to Portland to
work.

John U.

Hardison has/gone to Bangor

Ambrose

Simpson,

shipyard.
Springer, Seth Joy

Nason
llarriman

Commencing Jane 2, Sunday school
will be held Sunday mornings at 10:45.
Phillips Eaton and family of Portland
will arrive this w’eea, for the summer.
One of the

their
wedding
led, thegroopi having received
at
once
at
report
Camp Greenleaf,
Oglethorpe, Ga., for duty in the medical

plans
a

was

to work in the

Guptill
Cummings’.

Loriua

Mrs. A. S.

The

EAST FRANKLIN.

Miss Maria Tracey is visiting in Cherryfield.
from

j

;

and

has

Mrs.
dren

are

home from North

and

Oscar

Jay.

Hulbert and two chilvisiting her pareuts at Cranberry

Charles

are

isles.
Mrs.

Msrgaret

Wasgatt

of

Surry

visited her niece, Mrs. F. E. Blaisdeil,
last week.

May 27.

1 he idea that

of Meteoric Rise of Man From Poverty to Leading Builder of
Airplanes in England—Without a Penny, He Joins British
Army and Deliberately Breaks Rules to Employ

our homes
may
electrical
by
energy j3
very appealing, especially when

be heated
there

Talents in More Effective Service.

added contribution to show the

an

I Water Powers in Maine I

*

B.

hemisphere.

It is. of course, not possible to go
Into details in describing the airplane
works which Mr. Whitehead has built.
It is one of tiie wonder spots of England. and the thousands of employees
whom I saw at their work one day
this week are"turning out these “eyes
of the array” at a rate which may well
Cause alarm to the Huns, who perhaps
as soon as anyone else realized that
the great war would he won In the air.
Mr. Whitehead believes that the war
will he won in the air, and he says
there is no question that the English
manufacturer, supplemented by his
American industrial captain, will provide the machines which will give the
allies an overwhelming superiority.
At a recent luncheon given at Mr.
Whitehead's home. Huccieueh house,
on the Thames, he told privately the
atory of his marvelous career. This is
It:
Sentenced to Be Shot.
At

the

outbreak

of

the

war

Mr.

There

a

They

gave

him

a

is

ally

or

From

editorial

an

in

leading paper favoring
State ownership:
“There is perhaps undeveloped water power
a

miles of
heat and
homes and yet

within

three

these cities

light

our

waiting foi
to
develop

are

we
some
our

to

trust

water powers for

oroer lor

developed

water

every

home

and yet

light

sleep.”

we

experience which had taken him
to all parts of the world and In a way
gave him the reputation, as he now
humorously says, of a "black sheep."
The turning point in hit career had
come at Monte Carlo some years before. He received financial aid which
enabled him to shift his course In life
snd take a turn for the better.
As soon at war was declared, although he had become an American
citizen, he enlisted In ■ British regiment and came to England.
He was
at the battle of Antwerp, and there, after watching the work of enemy airplane*, reached the conclusion that airplanes would decide the war sooner
or later.
To get out of the army was not au
He did it by Insubordinaeasy task.
tion. and when sentenced to be shot
produced his American citizenship papers snd said that he didn’t think the
authorities would kill him.
They
didn’t They paid very little attention
to his claim that he had committed a
breach of discipline for the sole purpose of employing his talents In a more
effective way to the service of his
Country. He was sent back home with
a black mark against him, filled with
chagrin, but glowing with confidence
that he could manufacture airplanes
on a big scale and be a factor In the
determination of the world struggle.
He had not a cent. He had no
fronds who could help. His parents,
quite naturally, turned a deaf ear to
his overtures for aid. Hla first step
was to go to the war office and. as he
laughingly says, with true American
optimism, ask for an order to build airplanes. When asked If be had a factory be replied that he had. Then he
went out to look for one, so that the
government authorities could verify
bit statement.
Commandeers a Machine Shop.
Out In a London svlburb, where he
hod a hotel man for an acquaintance,
he found an old machine shop In w hich

A

Pittsfield.
Muss.—There’s
t
service flag with five stars at
JU
the home of Paul A. Jonea. But
that’s not enough, he thinks. He V
la planning to add three more >J

8
B

8
X

B<
J«J
»}
X!
A

B

B

B

V

X

probably

RUMTORD FALLS TOWER CO.,
OXFORD PAPER CO.,
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER CO.,
UNION WATER POWER CO.,
UNION ELECTRIC POWER CO.,
RESERVOIR
ANDROSCOGGIN

to heat houses

Publicity Agent

INTERNATIONAL PAPER OO..
ANDROSCOGGIN ELECTRIC CO..
HILL MANUFACTURING CO.,
LEWISTON BLEACHERY A DYE

WORKS,
PRPPRRELL MANUFACTURING

CO.,

CO.,

BATES MANUFACTURING CO.,
EDWARDS MANUFACTURING
CO.

ST. CROIX PAPER CO..
CENTRAL MAINE TOWER CO.,
ANDROSCOGGIN MILLS.

COUNTY NEWS
__

Mm.

C. M. G.

Harwood

left for Belfast

J. A. Morse, who has been very ill,

|

is improving.
Dr. and Mm. E. C. Barrett arrived from
Boston

was

of

broken (out by Miss Abbie
tbe class of ’13 and a chief

U. flatten and Principal C. C. Phillip*.

Monday.
Mm.

four stars

Partridge

Mu« Olive Chav
yeowoman in the navy.
gave a reading, followed by abort patriotic addresses by Kev. J. W. Beach, W.

BLUEHUX.

;jj

May

27.

8.
_

himohul aaroLcnoifs.

After month* of weakness sod wegriness,
patiently horn*, the silent messenger hu

Saturday.

summoned a member of our fraternal circle
to her eternal rest.
endless is tETy^p]ensure;
“There
Maine.
There countless i« thy train,
The grammar school baseball team won Past nil degree nod measure '*
^
Reward shall comfort pain
from Surry grammar school at Suiyy
Resol red. That Mountain Re be k mb lodge
18-7.
Score,
Saturday.
will long cherish tbe memory of our sister,
Mm. Frank McGouldrick of Her Harbor j Kausta M- Blackley, who was uuceaslug in
her
Interest 1a the lodge and whose presence
Is with her mother. Mm. V. W. Mayo, :
was always welcome there.
who is ill of pneumonia.
That to her husband, w ho has
Resolswd,
Miss Sprague and the girls of the senior 1 been
onfalling in hi* care mud devotion to
class of |the academy visited the normal her. and to her
only brother the lodge exschool at Gistine'Friday.
tends Us sincere sympathy.
That
a copy of these resolutions
Resolved,
Misa Ethel “Snowman of the Red Cross
or
service and Mtss Abbie Partridge, U. S. be entered on the lodge record*, a copy
seat to our brother, Arthur 0. Hinckley, and
N., are home on abort furloughs.
n copy scut to Thk Elu*wobtu Amkhic\n for
Among tbe^srrivsU In town last week publication.
Miss Olive Chase

WILD DUCK WITH STEEL BAND
the

is

at

^homa from

the

Mr. and fcM{s. George F. Cochran of
Baltimore and Mrs. John Teagle of Cleveland.
were

Explained.

a
possible explanation. Mr.
Merkel says that he recalls a story In
a magazine some time ago to the
effeet that the government had released
a number of ducks with steel
rings on
their legs and asking for a
report
from those who killed the birds, showing where they were killed.

in Maine
each, ami if all
power b»t could It

for

S

offers

dwelling*

rooms

WM. M. PENNELL,

(Sjgned)

‘*

Macon. Ga.—J. W. Johnson, who
has been hunting at Bullard's Station
for several days, brought hack a right
foot of a Mallard hen duck that hs
killed bearing a steel ring. He cannot
account for the ring on the wild duck’s
leg. and is seeking an explanation.
While hunting Mr. Johnson says he
killed six wild geese and 17 Mallard
ducks.
As to the steel ring. Henry Merkel

of

only, there would not be enough power
to heat one-fourth of these dwellings.

Walter, the youngest, who will a
be eighteen soon, plans to enlist
and two more sons sre In class
X
A1 of the draft. Five are al- B
In
various camps through X
ready
out the country.
B
Five of the boys have "war X
brides."
9

Killed, but Presence of
Steel Ring Has Not Been

using

lbs.

a

the undevelop*d
developed were user!

8 University of

Was

person

20,000

iso.ono

averaging six

>»»»»»»»»»Xe>Xe»>3

It

a

or

It I* also demonstrated by actual
teats that It require* at least 18 horse
jwwer to furnish beat enough tu warm
a dwelling of *tx room*.
There are

>j!

stars.

tons,

house during
the winter month* will consume
about three times 20,000 lbs. or
60.000 kilowatt hours.
60.000
kilowatt hours multiplied by the
price per kilowatt hour, sav
three cents, two cents, or even
one cent per kilowatt hour, will
give a cost of heating the same
by electricity varying from
$1,800, $1,200 to $600 per year.
This fact has been proven hv
actual tests of heating houses in
under
Canada
comparative
weather conditions.

Maine,

in

produce.

coal, in heating

power

in Maine to heat and

_

FLAG WITH FIVE STARS

cheap (h«Mt

in

ten

six

X

means

On this basis

There
dividual benefit.
is probably enough un-

government machine* Mr. Whitehead
was able to make such purchases as he
needed for hi* small undertaking. He
also borrowed $35 to pay two mechanics who helped him the first week.
From that the Industry grew. He surmounted obstacles that would have
awed almost anyone, and did
things
which astonished the cleverest business men of England.
Hut he achieved results.
He finished his six machines In far less than the specified
time, and then he got a contract for
a hundred.
The works grew; and the orders
He built a great airdrome
grew also.
fa<ing a field of hundreds of acres,
and. to the amazement of government
officials who thought his field was no
u«e ns a training station because of
the fact that a river flowed through
It, he buried the river. He diverted
a stream so that It Is now not to he
seen on his property.
The lunch which he gave the other
day marked the end of the second year
of active full operation. There is no
telling w here it will end.

8 DAD TO HAVE SERVICE

that it

very attractive idea,] especiin cold weather. But what
the facts?

of coal will

in-

contract for the

m*

magic

one kilowatt of electricA
|>ound of good coal conity.
tains a lx ml 14.000 British Thermal Units of heat, and when it
is burned for heating purposes
about 10,000 heat units are available. In a kilowatt of electricity
there are 3.415
heat units.
Therefore it requires about three
kilowatts of electricity tq produce
as
much heat* as ope pound

career.
srrengtn

sort of

:

coal.

ph£ase “white coal." To
water
running down hill and

are

upon the 430-acre Whitehead company
me

a

of

It is a mathematical'and scientific truth that there are about
three times as many available
heal units in a pound of coal as

Inspector reported that hi*
factory was of sufficient capacity for
a trifling order of that kind, and there-

irn

a

are

An

began It*

to be

seems

imagine

"And what are you doing that for?
That's my building."
“Oh! Is that so? Then you are Just
the man I want to see."
Mr. Whitehead took the owner of <h#
building to the aforementioned hotel
and bought luncheon for him. He told
and
him
of his airplane
dream,
Vaughan Thompson—for that wst tha
name of the owner—waa Impressed by
it. He said:
“It sounds very good to me. If It
will help win the war I am for It. I
am going to the front tomorrow, and
you can take the bnlldtng and do what
And I have two
you want to with It
hundred pound* cash, and as I don't
expect ever to come hack yon can taka
that too, and use It the beat way you
can.
It will be at your disposal In a
month."
Mr. Thompson went away. He was
killed, as he predicted. Just a year
from that day.
Contract for Six Flyer*.
Mr. Whitehead, being a skilled mechanic. put the old machinery In the
Thompson property In the beat condition he could, made a few purchases
on credit, and went to the air department *wlth this proposal:
"You may
send your Inspector to my machine
shop any time you wish. I should
like a contract to build six airplanes,
and they will be as good as sny other
maker In the country can give you.”

Whitehead, then on the aunny side of
forty, was fu San Francisco Just getting on his feet after a rather adventurous

see

building."

six.

shortage

a

in the

few lathes and gome benches.
He inspected It a* well as he coold
through the windows, borrowed a pot
of paint rftul a brush and ladder and
began to paint his name on the front
of the building. He had It fairly well
done when a man came along and said:
"What are you doing there?"
"I am painting my name on this
were

is

FKANKUN.
Walter
college.

Olive] Smith and Mm. E E Myhave gone Jonesport to attend the fu-

Mrs.
rick

Allen

*

Gray, Walter Littlefield, Edgar
Torrey, Hoy Twining and Albert Vesxie
have enrolled in the junior volunteers,and

\

neral

of

their

son

and

brother,

Smith.
Ormand

Blaiadell la home from

Thomas Bragdon and wile
from Nor^b Jay.
Friends of Dr. 8. 8.
eee

DeBeck

are

are

Bates
home

glad

to

him out again.

Kev. a W. Dowell will preach the
baccalaureate sermon Bunday morning
Wintbrop.
at tbe Baptist church.
The academy team kept up Ua winMrt. Clarence Hopkins and little son
streek
last
week, defeating Sedgning
of Mt. Desert are visiting her mother,
wick high Wednesday, 13-3; and StoningMrs. Kffie Macomber.
ton high Saturday 12-5. Hall, for the
Saperintendent-of-Bchoola Patten will
fifteen
out
men
and only
academy Jstruck
here.
allowed five |hlts. Scarci pitched a fine deliver the Memorial day address
1
Music by a male quartette.
game for Stonington, and deserved better
lock.
The diphtheria cases at East Franklin
were promptly quarantined, and are reThe service flag presented to BluehiilGeorge Stevens academy by the woman’s ported progressing favorably.
Mias Feodora Woodworth will compete
relief corps, was formally dedicated Sunday afternoon. The service was held on the term of school at Ryefleld for Mrs.
entered camp at

1

Hurt by Life Preserver.
Paducah. Ky.—James Moore waa ■ the lawn in front of the acadepay. The
passenger on the steamer
Olty of j presentation was made by Mrs. F. P.
A windstorm broke over the
Cairo.
Merrill, patriotic instructor of the W. H.
river. The boat waa caught A Bfe C., and accepted on behalf of the trustees
preserver waa hurled by the wind i by Judge F. fi. Snow. ;he list of farmer
from
an
upper
deck, fracturing ! students now in the service was read by
Moore's skull.
Mrs. Sadie Snowman. Dnring the reading
I of the names, the beautiful flag of fortyy

Della Bunker who has left to visit her
Camp DevenB, Ayer, Mas*
The high school, which closed for a f®*'
days, will resume this week. The churches
husband at

remained
theatre

kept

closed

Bunday. Bprague’s
It is hoped sll

closed also.

danger from contagion
May 27.

is

past.

B*

